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Privacy at Risk
Students are
innocent prey
to strangers

Jennifer Lindgren
Staff Writer

H

ow would you feel about a
complete stranger knowing your
address, phone number,
where you worked, what
movies you rented last
week, how much money
you drew from your
checking account yes
terday, and your
driver's license and
social security num
bers?
Frightened?
Edgy?
Cer
tainly not a
good feeling,
but
one to
which you can
relate
—
whether you know
it or not.
The reality
is, strangers
ee STRANGER on page 9
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ALGIERS, Algeria — Security forces
said they killed 49 Islamic extremists last
week, making November the deadliest
month for the guerrillas in their 3-year-old
insurgency.
Unofficial death tolls say 328 guerrillas
have been killed this month in their
campaign to overthrow Algeria's militaryinstalled regime and impose religious rule.
The guerrillas went to war after the army
canceled January 1992 elections that the
fundamentalist Islamic Salvation Front was
winning. More than 11,000 people have
been killed.
MONTE CARLO, Monaco — Prince
Rainier of Monaco was recovering well
following heart bypass surgery, his palace
announced.
A statement said the 71-year-old prince,
who underwent the operation at Monaco's
Center for Heart and Thoracic Medicine,
had been able to receive his family, to eat
and to read newspapers.
Rainier was married to former Holly
wood screen star Grace Kelly for 30 years
until her death in 1982.
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WATERLOO, Ind. — A 3-year-old girl,
her mother and great grandfather were
found shot to death in a rural home. Two
other children in the house were not
harmed.
Lawrence L. Lee, 18, of nearby
Hicksville, Ohio, was arrested in connec
tion with the slayings and was being held
in Ohio.
Authorities would not comment on his
relationship with the victims, if any, nor
would they give details of the shootings.
PITTSBURGH — The rudder-control
system used on all Boeing 737 jets is under
study to see if it should be redesigned.
The review by the Federal Aviation
Administration was prompted in part by the
September crash of a USAir 737 near
Pittsburgh.
"We're actually reviewing the systems
from top to bottom," said FAA spokesman
David Duff.
Experts from other federal agencies and
the FAA's Canadian counterpart are taking
part, according to FAA Associate Adminis
trator Anthony J. Broderick.

LOS ANGELES — A 6-year-old girl died
and her mother was critically injured when
a fire started by a floor heater burned their
South Central duplex, authorities said.
Chelsea Lewis and her mother, Gail,
were trapped upstairs but rescued by
firefighters. The girl was badly burned and
suffered smoke inhalation. She died at
about 5 p.m. at a hospital, authorities said.
The mother suffered smoke inhalation
and first - and second-degree burns to her
back. She was listed in critical condition.
The girl's father wasn't hurt in the blaze.
LOS ANGELES — A Long Beach man
died after he was struck by a commuter
train he was trying to outrun, authorities
said.
The man was hit by a southbound train
on the Metro Blue Line as it was pulling
into the Vernon station, said Steve Chesser,
spokesman Metropolitan Transit Authority.
"The operator sounded the whistle and at
the last moment dashed across the tracks
to try to beat the train," Chesser said.
The man was pronounced dead at the
scene.
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The VISTA is located in the lower
level of the Hahn University Center,
in the Publication's Office (Rm. 114
B). Staff meetings are held every
Tuesday at Noon in the office and
all are welcome. Copy, press
releases and letters to the Editor are
due Noon, the Friday prior to the
following publication. To reach an
editor (use the 260 prefix if calling
from off campus), call x8754
(Opinion), x8756 (Sports),
x4409(Outlook) or x4584 (News).
Questions regarding advertising
should be refered to Brian Wantz at
X4714.
The VISTA is published Thursdays during
the school year, breaks excepted. It is written
and edited by USD students and funded by
revenues they generate. Advertising material
published is for informational purposes only,
and is not to be construed as an expressed >>
or implied endorsement or verification of
such commercial ventures by the staff or the |
University.
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A lesson in homelessness
N E W S

Time for new
genes
UCSD research makes
reality out of the dream
of genetic therapy.
-See page 5

A Night Without Shelter, sponsored by AS and Campus Ministry, took place on
Friday, Nov. 18. Fifty students tried to sleep outside in cardboard boxes and
sleeping bags. Many stayed up all night because of the discomfort. For related
story see College Life, page 13.

Lawsuits delay prop. 187
Stop driving under
the influence
USD students show that
friends should not let other
friends drive drunk.
-See page 6

Avoid the loans
The financial aid center
finds one of it's biggest
challenges in encouraging
students to look beyond
loans to outside resources.
-See page S

OPINION
College AIDS
What does UCSD and
SDSU have that USD
doesn't? AIDS testing!
Drew Ishii examines the
possibility of having
AIDS testing at USD
-See page 11

Proposition blocked by protest and legislation
Maya Paulin
Staff Writer

Although proposition 187 was passed last
month, numerous lawsuits filed to tempo
rarily block much or all of the measures
indicate that the issue will remain a hot con
troversy for a long time to come.
The law suits include four in Los Angeles,
three in San Francisco and one in Sacra
mento.
Proposition 187 was approved by 59 per
cent of California voters on Nov. 8. The
legislation denies public education and all
publicly-subsidized health services except
emergency care to undocumented immigrants.
It also requires schools, hospitals and law
enforcement agencies to report any suspected
illegal immigrants to federal authorities.
The state has maintained that California
spends nearly $3 billion annually on services
for illegal immigrants, though a federal study
has placed the cost at $1.8 billion.
"I'm not sure if proposition 187 is the
right answer, and it needs to be made more
precise to make the terms in the bill clear,"
said a USD student who declined to be named.
"I think it will take a long time for it to
become enforced, for it will be held up in our
court system for such a long time."
"America doesn't have problems with im
migrants, but with illegal immigrants, " the
student continued. "Our system needs re
vamping to get rid of the incentives that
attract illegal immigrants to come to America,
in search for better opportunities."
Governor Pete Wilson, who supported 187,
avoided immediate and direct action but or
dered state departments to prepare emer
gency regulations on social services and health
services. Although the measure technically
had become law, Wilson did not set a dead

line for the enactment of prop. 187.
Yet Wilson did make it clear in his
post-election remarks that he wants
the initiative enforced, including the
ban on public education for illegal
immigrants that could lead to the expul
sion of some 300,000 students currently at
tending California schools.
"I don't agree with the measure that
teachers have to start becoming cops,
because I believe that kids have the
right to an education, and that teachers
would most likely have a hard time de
nying kids the opportunity to an educa
tion," said Nicole Lamperis, a student at
USD. "It's human nature for others to seek
a better living environment and educa
tional opportunities, but we can't accom
modate all of them, taking into consider
ation the problems we have already today
with citizens of America. The measures of
this proposition should be split up and
looked at individually and not as a
whole. Then it may be easier to
come to an agreement on
some of them and put them
into effect faster."
One of the key provisions
of the initiative is to get the
Supreme Court to reconsider a
1982 decision requiring states to
educate illegal immigrants.
There are five San Diego elemen
tary school principals who have announced
their plans, as individuals, not to check the
legal status of students.
"It may be popular, but, morally and ethi
cally, you have to stand up for what is right,"
said Dennis Doyle, principal of King El
ementary School.
The other principals in public opposition
to prop. 187 included Ernest McCray of
Marvin Elementary, Maria Garcia of Baker
Elementary, Linda Valladolid of Logan El

ementary and Linda Buffington of Burbank
Elementary.
Before Nov. 8, the principals had said that
they would file legal challenges to prop. 187
based on the 1982 US Supreme Court ruling.
They believe that children are entitled to
equal protection laws and cannot be barrec
from public schools when proposition 187

see PROTEST on page 7
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Old Town Festive carolers, Mexican
"luminarias," nativity scenes and hand
crafted wreaths will offer visitos sleighloads of merriment in Old Town San
Diego — Starting now through Chrismas
Eve. During the holiday season, Bazaar
Del Mundo, Old Town San Diego State
Historic Park and the surrounding
restaurants, shops and museums will be
magically transformed into a Southweststyle holiday wonderland, offering free
entertainment and more.
Restaurant Specials Many Old Town
restaurants will offer special promotions
throughout the holidays, such as the
$4.95 "Early Bird Special" at Bazaar del
Mundo restaurants Casa de Bandini, Casa
de Pico, Rancho El Nopal and Lino's
(Monday through Thursday, 2:30 to 5:30
p.m.); complimentary bunuelos with
entrees at Cafe Coyote; and seafood and
combo specials Thursdays and Fridays at
El Fandango. For more information, call
the individual restaurants or the Old
Town Chamber of Commerce, 291-4903.
Ronald McDonald The newly
consructed Ronald McDonald Children's
Charities (RMCC) Prevention Pavillion,
located within the A.B. & Jessie Polinsky
Children's Center, is taking its first step
toward preventing child abuse in San
Diego County. Three influential educa
tors in child abuse prevention will be
speaking at a conference titled "Building
Today for Tomorrow's Child: Commu
nity Solutions," from 1 to 4 p.m. on
Wednesday, Jan. 25, at the RMCC
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Prevention Pavilion, 9440 Ruffin Ct. Early
registration is $10 per person and $15 for
those received after Jan. 6, 1995. To
reserve a spot or for more information,
contact the RMCC Prevention Pavilion at
278-4400.
Extended Volunteer Opportunities The
Office for Community Service-Learning is
hosting an informational about extended
volunteer opportunities after graduation.
On Dec. 6 from 5 to 6 p.m. in UC 103,
come get a slice of pizza and talk to a
representative who has served in Belize
with the Jesuit International Volunteers; get
information on the Peace Corps, Teach for
America and Americorps; and find out how
you can become an instructor of disabled
skiing in Colorado or a backpacking guide
for groups with disabilities.
MFA The second-year MFA students
present MFA poetry reading on Friday,
Dec. 9, from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the faculty
staff dining room in the UC. Please bring
your favorite portable prop-mugs, old
tablecloths, candles in wine bottles, etc., to
help create a coffeehouse atmosphere for
the poetry reading. Coffee and tea will be
served.
Christmas on the Prado In addition to
the many museums which are open for free
admission — the International Cottages of
the House of Pacific Relations are all
hospitably open, with a wide variety of
ethinic food to sell. On Dec. 2 and 3 from
5 to 9 p.m., the Swedes brighten up the
dark days of the season with a variety of

activities at the San Diego Museum of Man
with the cooperation of the Swedish
Women's Educational Association.
Included are fold dancing, singing and
music. At 6 and 8 each evening Lucia
Brides and Star Boys in long white robes
sing in the Santa Lucia procession through
the museum courtyard. There will be a
Christmas Mart and refreshments. Free
shuttle bus service will be available both
nights to take you to Balboa Park from
parking lots at the Zoo and the old Navy
Hospital on Park Boulevard. For more
information call 239-2001.
Are you Bilingual? Don't waste that
valuable skill, put it to good use. Help
your community while helping yourself.
Volunteer with the American Red Cross
and gain valuable working skills. Volun
teer opportunities are available in many
areas. Serve your local community and
benefit from the experience. Call the Red
Cross at 291-2620 Ext. 218.
Public Service Announcement The
UCSD Clinical Trials Center is now testing
new medications for the treatment of
asthma. Among the studies being con
ducted, some are testing new propellants in
medications which are already on the
market. Inhaled medications currently on
the market utilize chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) to propel the medication into the
lungs. Because CFCs contribute to the
depletion of the ozone layer, all uses of
them will be discontinued after the turn of
the century. Non-smoking asthmatics are
currently being sought to be part of studies
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at the Clinical Trials Center. Each
medication has already been determined
safe for humans. Volunteers receive
free medical visits, free asthma medica
tions and a cash compensation of up to
$500 for their participation. Those who
are interested may call the UCSD
Clinical Trials Center at 294-3787.
Asylum There are meetings every
Wednesday in the Bahia Study Lounge
at 9:30 p.m. For more information
contact the Asylum H.Q., Ext. 2277.
Cafe Asylum Musicians, poets and
actors, do you need an audience? Cafe
Asylum will supply the crowd. You
supply the talent. Today at 9 p.m.,
Aromas. If you're interested in
performing, call Asylum H.Q., Ext.
2277, or Pamela, Ext. 7683.
Women's Resource Center The
Women's Resource Center now has an
e-mail address. It invites USD students,
faculty and staff to communicate their
questions and concerns. All correspon
dence will be answered. The address is
womenctr@teetot.acusd.edu.
Information Night Webster Univer
sity will host an "Information Night"
program Monday, Dec. 5, at 6 p.m., at
the San Diego Campus — 6480
Weathers Place, Suite 104 — in
Sorrento Mesa. Presentations will be
made to prospective students interested
see POST IT on page 5

VISTA is now accepting
applications for the
Spring 1995 semester.
For more information
call x4584 or pick up an
application in UC 114b.
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t dream into reality
Gene therapy may be the answer to illness
Megan K. Kelleher
Staff Writer

Perhaps the most innovative idea in today's
world of medicine, gene therapy is becoming
a reality. This revelation hands more hope to
the millions upon millions of people suffer
ing from hereditary or incurable diseases.
"There are devastating diseases like can
cer, AIDS and Alzheimer's disease that we
cannot yet cure," said Dr. John Alksne, dean
of UCSD's School of Medicine, in a recent
interview. "There are many others that re
quire individuals to be restricted to a lifetime
of vigilant medication. If the technology of
gene therapy fulfills our hopes, it may offer
the solution to many of these problems."
According to Dr. Theodore Friedmann, a
professor of pediatrics at the University of
California at San Diego and director of the
university's gene therapy program, the pro
cess involves manipulating genes to treat
disease. It consists of placing a healthy
human gene in the cells of patients to replace
a defective disease-causing gene.
Friedmann is one of the founding faculty
members of UCSD's School of Medicine.
Over the past twenty years, he has explored
the ethical and scientific challenges related to
gene therapy and is one of the world'sexperts
on the use of virus packages to deliver thera
peutic genes to cells. His research is now
materializing for the benefit of medicine.
Friedmann and his crew are not alone in
their research and exploration, according to a
recent issue of UCSD Perspectives. The
research required to make a reality out of the
gene therapy dream has become a vast inter
national undertaking — one of the largest

• POST IT
continued from page 4
in learning about Webster University's
undergraduate degree completion programs
and master's degree programs in San
Diego. In addition to academic program
information, there will be materials
available regarding financial aid, admis
sions and registration procedures. Aca
demic advising will be available during the
evening. Refreshments will be served. For
r6servations, directions and/or more
information, call 458-9310.
Fair Play A day at the fair, for Duncan
McCosker, is a trip to a live theater where
people in search of happiness enact private

projects ever embarked on by the scientific
community.
To date, at least 4,000 diseases have been
linked to genetic defects, and more than two
dozen trials of gene therapy in humans have
already begun, or have received, federal ap
proval in the United States.
Fred Gage, a professor of neuroscience at
UCSD, was the first to transplant genetically
modified cells into the brains of animals to

body create new immune system cells, and
the other directs those immune system cells
to the cancer by producing a protein identical
to a protein found on the wall of cancef cells.
Together, the two genes create a powerful
immune response targeted against deadly
cancer cells.
Despite the progress being made, Kipps is
cautious. "Many animal studies have been
done that confirm our optimism about how

"There are devastating diseases like cancer, AIDS and
Alzheimer's disease that we cannot yet cure. If the
technology of gene therapy fulfills our hopes, it may offer
the solution to many of these problems."
—Dr. John Alksne, dean of UCSD's
School of Medicine

repair neurological damage.
Gage went on to improve the memory of
aged animals using gene therapy. His work in
transplanting genetically engineered cells in
the brain may lead to treatment for
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases and
spinal-cord injury.
Another research group, led by Dr. Tho
mas Kipps, an associate professor of medi
cine, was recently awarded a grant from the
national institute of health to develop a can
cer vaccine using gene therapy techniques,
according to UCSD Perspectives.
Kipps enlists the body's immune system to
fight the disease. Using a small needle, he
injects two genes directly into muscle cells.
One gene produces an enzyme that helps the

powerful gene therapy can be," he said. "But
we really will not know whether gene therapy
is safe until these treatments are tested in
human patients."
"One problem we encounter is how to
make gene therapy more long-lasting," said
Friedmann, about drawbacks to gene therapy.
"If we deliver a gene into a cell, that gene will
only be expressed for the lifetime of the cell."
But Friedmann is working closely with Dr.
Anthony Ho, who is the director of stem-cell
transplantation at the UCSD Cancer Center.
Ho is working to create an efficient and longlasting method of gene therapy delivery.
Considering the inspiring past of stem-cell
transplantation, the use of it in gene therapy
promises a bright future, Ho said. He and

tableaux in public spaces. McCosker, a
USD fine arts professor, has captured those
dramas in black-and-white photos taken at
the Del Mar Fair. His work goes on
display in a special exhibition, "Fair Play,"
Nov. 17 through Dec. 16, weekday
afternoons at Founders Gallery.

134 A.

Last chance for foreign language
placement exam There is one last
opportunity to take the foreign language
placement exam before Intersession '95.
This policy affects freshmen, sophomores
and juniors who want to take a thirdsemester class without having completed
the second semester here on campus.
Seating is limited — register at Founders

Twelve Step Meetings Alcoholics
Anonymous: Saturdays 8 p.m. in Founders
124, speaker meeting; Mondays 7:30 p.m.
in Camino 102, open discussion; Thurs
days at noon in Serra 317, open discussion.
Narcotics Anonymous: Thursdays at 8:15
p.m. in Founders 124, open discussion.
Adult Children of Alcoholics: Fridays 3 to
4:30 p.m. For more information, contact
the Counseling Center, Ext. 4655.
Yerma A primal passion and ill-fated
love collide with tragic consequences in
this contemporary classic play by the
master of Spanish drama. The anguish of a

Friedmann havestarted to test this hypothesis
in rodents as a treatment for AIDS.
Researchers hope to infect stem cells with
a vims containing the gene for an AIDSdisabling enzyme that was identified by Dr.
Flossie Wong-Staal, a professor of biology
and medicine at UCSD. When injected into
the blood stream, these infected stem cells
should begin producing blood cells that con
tain the gene.
Another challenge for researchers is mak
ing the new gene settle in the correct location
within the DNA molecule, according to Per
spectives. A healthy gene in the wrong place
could actually cause a disease like cancer.
A variety of ways in which gene therapy is
applied in the immediate future is likely.
"It will vary from disease to disease and
patient to patient," Alksne said. "A treatment
may be a shot in the arm at the doctor's office
or may involve having your blood drawn out,
some cells removed temporarily, taken to the
laboratory and genetically altered, and then
re-injected into you the next day. Gene
therapy may also be delivered while the pa
tient is in surgery."
Alksne suspects the cost of the therapy will
be high, especially in the development stage.
"We will have to rely heavily on community
support at this junction," he said.
"However, as in all new technological ad
vances, when efficiencies of scale increase,
the price tag will decrease," Alksne said. He
added that the next step—crossing the bridge
between basic research and application — is
crucial.
"The next steps will involve close collabo
ration between medical researchers as these
treatments are delivered cautiously and with
utmost concern for safety to patients," Alksne
said.

barren marriage within the milieu of
Spanish masculine pride, complicated by
the social pressures on a childless couple, is
the impetus of the final tragedy. This
performance takes place Wednesday
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sundays at
3 p.m. through Dec. 11. It alternates
weekly in Spanish and English. It is
located at 421 North Ave. 19, Los Angeles,
at the Bilingual Foundation of the Arts
Little Theatre. All performances are $15,
and $10 for members of the entertainment
unions. Tickets are available at the BFA at
the same address. Mastercard and Visa are
accepted. The number for the telephone
charge line is (213) 225-4044. There will
be no service charge on telephone orders.
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Fear of AIDS causes teens to have less sex
Marco Buscaglia
College Press Service
Tell your mom and dad not to
worry. Not all young adults are the
sex-crazed pleasure seekers they see
on "Oprah" and "Donahue."
In fact, sexual promiscuity among
Americans between the ages of 18
and 30 has actually decreased in the
past decade, according to research
ers at the University of Chicago .
Their landmark report, the Na
tional Health and Social Life Sur
vey, is billed as the most compre
hensive survey of sexual behavior
and debunks many notions of who
is doing what with whom. The 752page report was based on seven
years worth of data from a 90minute, face-to-face interviews with
3,432 randomly selected Americans
between the ages of 18-59.
According to the report, young
adults value fidelity, have one sex
partner at a time and plan to marry
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Survey says ...
The survey indicated that over a lifetime, a typical man has six
sexual partners, while a woman has two.
Three percent of men and women have had no sexual
partners; 20 percent of the men and 31 percent of the
women have had one; 21 percent of the men and 36 percent
of the women have had 2-4 partners; 23 percent of the men
and 20 percent of the women have had 5-10; 16 percent of
the men and 6 percent of the women have had 11-20 and 17
percent of the men and 3 percent of the women have had 21
or more sexual partners
NEXT WEEK: SPECIAL SECTION: GENERATION
X AND SOCIAL ISSUES.

Only 25 percent of the men said
that their reasons for first having
intercourse was out of affection for
their partner. This is probably not
good news for the 48 percent of the
women who said the same thing.

Four percent of the men and three
percent of the women attribute their
first sexual encounter to peer pres
sure; 51 percent of the men and 24
percent of the women said it was
out of curiosity; and 12 percent of

the men and three percent of the
women said it was because of physi
cal pleasure.
Only one percent of the men sursee GENERATION X on page 7

Students not letting students drive drunk

IE
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by age 30.
But morality and ethics have little
to do with the decline in sexual
partners among members of Gen
eration X, said Dr. Robert Libby, a
former University of George hu
man sexuality professor who lec
tures college students on sex in the
'90s. Instead, the fear of AIDS and
other sexually transmitted diseases
has slowed the sexual revolution.
"The scare of AIDS has caused a
lot of people to pull back," Libby
said. "It's no longer a question of
religious beliefs; it's just practical
concern about safety."
While today's young adults are
losing their virginity earlier than
their parents did, it's only by about
six months. The average age for
white females and males to first
have intercourse is 17.5 years. Av
erage African-American males start
having sex just before the ageof 16,
while African-American females
begin at 16.5 years.
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Project attempts to prevent dangerous behavior under the influence
Jsnet Osterbye
Staff Writer
How many of us have seen the
bumper sticker that says "Friends
Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk"?
This familiar saying has become
a personal commitment for USD
seniors Rich Brueckner and Bryan
Walsh, juniors Katy Palmen and
Michele Shipp and sophomore Paul
Purcell.

"The project is focused
on changing the
environment to make
it lower risk."
—Michelle Johnston,
junior
They are working to reduce the
incidence of alcohol-impaired driv
ing among local college students in
a project known as the San Diego
Intercollegiate Impaired Driving
Initiative.
Brueckner, Palmen, Purcell,
Shipp and Walsh applied and were
chosen to be the five students that

15
O

represented USD in this 18-month
pilot project initiated by the Uni
versity of California at San Diego.
The California Office of Traffic
Safety is funding the project.
The project's chief goal is to
prevent premature death, disabil
ity, property damage and social Q
disruption arising from alcohol
related crashes among the
40,000 students attending lo
cal colleges, Mesa College,
Miramar College, UCSD and
USD.
UCSD student Michelle
Johnston is the project orga
nizer. She meets regularly with
the students at each of their
individual campuses and
oversees their activities.
Each institution has four
to five students working
on the project which fo
cuses on the needs of
their own campus,
she said.
"The project is fo
cused on changing the environment.
We're not telling each individual to
not drink and drive," Johnston said.
"Instead, we're hoping to change
the environment to make it lower
risk."

HYPNOSIS FOR SUCCESS
RelttitonBtilps and Heocuailty

ration

lAMlHOm
Licensed Therapist

"I think the approach to change
the environment is a good idea,
rather than to focus on each indi
vidual," said Shipp, who shares a
personal interestin this project. She
was hit by a drunk driver when she
was in high school and believes that
accidents like hers shouldn't have
to happen, she said.
The San Diego Intercollegiate
Impaired Driving Initiative is in its
early stages. According toJohnston,
the project is in the problem defini
tion phase; the students are collect
ing information to see how they
want to approach the problem at
their specific university.
The project staff at USD admin
istered surveysin classrooms to 200
students over the last few weeks.
The survey asked specific ques
tions to provide information on the
context of drinking, incidence of
impaired driving or riding with an
impaired driver, adverse conse

quences related to impaired driv
ing, perceptions of risk factors in
social settings where alcohol is
served and perceived attractiveness
of drinking.
"The really impressive thing
about this project is that the stu
dents themselves are the driving
force behind it," said Darren Cecil,
director of Alcohol and Drug Edu
cation at USD.
"We were responsible for find
ing teachers who were willing to
participate, setting up the times for
the survey, and explaining the
project to the classes to get their
support," Brueckner said.
"The purpose for the survey is to
assess the drinking environment at
USD and to see what we can do to
counteract it," Palmen said. The
survey will be evaluated and also
re-administered at the end of the
spri ng semester to note any changes,
she said.
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veyed said they lost their virginity
because they were influenced by
alcohol. Zero percent of the women
said the same.
While Americans between the
ages of 18 and 30, like their parents
and grandparents, remain commit
ted to the idea of staying true to one

gets passed. Now since it has passed,
their legal action is being waited
upon, to see if they follow through
with it.
The state Department of Educa
tion maintains that school employ
ees who refuse to comply with the
requirements of prop. 187 could be
criminally prosecuted on misde
meanor charges and dismissed.
"It is not really our priority to
give (illegal immigrants) an educa
tion and raise their level of skill and
knowledge," said an anonymous
USD student. "We, as Americans
don't have the band-aid solution to
everything and everyone, and it is
not up to us to supply them with
benefits and education. Though I
don't agree with the I.D. system
that causes people to be on the look
for those who aren't 'white' be
cause it breeds racism and is offen
sive to those who may be MexicanAmerican."
Critics have predicted a Califor
nia health crisis if the measure is
upheld. Many clinicsserving mostly
poor Latinos said that their patient
loads have noted a large drop since
the election.
Illegal immigrants have appar
ently been frightened by proposi
tion 187 being passed; they stayed
away from some clinics recently.
In Mexico City, President-elect
Ernesto Zedillo made his first pub
lic comments on California's new
anti-illegal immigration law. He
suggested that the legislation has

"The scare of AIDS is
no longer a question of
religious beliefs, it's
just practical concern
about safety."
—Dr. Robert Libby,
lecturer on sex in the '90s

partner, the way they go about it has
changed, said the study's authors.
Young adults are more likely to
live with a partner before marriage,
while their parents were more likely
to marry. Two-thirds of young adults
reported their first live-in partner
ship did notinvolve marriage, while
only 15 percent of the men and six
percent of women in their 50s said
they live together with a sex part
ner.
By contrast, more than half of
women in their 50s were married by
the time they were 20 years old,
compared to only one-fifth of those
in their 20s.
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revived what he describes as "the
most deplorable tendencies of seg
regation that offend us and that have
been condemned to humanity."
"My government will denounce
before international forums every
violation of human rights against
Mexicans in the state of Califor
nia," vowed Zedillo, in a speech to
the national teachers' union last
month.
"This issue was never about race
or racism," said Governor Pete

"It may be popular,
but, morally and
ethically, you have to
stand up for what is
right."
—Dennis Doyle, principal
of King Elementary
School.
Wilson who rejected criticism that
prop. 187 was a racially-charged
measure. "To the contrary, Californians of every race and color and
creed voted not to just send a mes
sage, but they voted for fairness and
the rule of law."
"What sense does it make to give
someone an education who then
can't legally work here?" argued
Ron Prince, a founder of the prop.
187 movement.
"We need to take more time and
effort to think about our own
people's problems of America,
rather than those who don't natu
rally have these rights from citizen
ship," said Corina Fisher, a student

Holy war at
Sports Arena
USD versus Notre Dame
Brad Bowles
Sports Editor

In a game that has been dubbed
the "Holy War," the USD men's
basketball team will make his
tory Saturday night as they take
on athletic powerhouse Notre
Dame at the Sports Arena.
"Notre Dame is a game to look
forward to because of the pres
tige of the competing university,"
said Head Coach Brad Holland.
When USD was founded in
1949, it was the hopes of the

at USD. "We need tougher border
security so that problems wouldn't
arise like this and we wouldn't have
to deal with such controversial is
sues as prop. 187."
Full enforcement of the initiative
will make finding work more diffi
cult for illegal immigrants, Wilson
said. He predicted that many immi
grants will decide to return to their
country of origin, taking their chil
dren with them.
"I believe prop. 187 will be good
for Mexico and its people because it
will force them to start a good and

founding fathers that USD would
become the Notre Dame of the
West.
Although USD has lived up to
that dream academically, it re
mains unproven in the athletic
sense.
USD will be able to show Hol
land and the rest of the country
that they are capable of being the
Notre Dame of the West.
Tickets are on sale at the box
office in the University Center.
There are student discount tick
ets for $5. For non-students,
prices vary from $7 to $10.

prosperous life there, knowing that
they can no longer achieve one in
the US, thus it acts as a motive for
them to believe in and build them
selves up in their own country,"
said USD student Gustav Bravo.
He was born in Mexico and lived
there a few years before he and his
family moved to California.
Bravo believes that his home
country is on the rise and it just
needs to revise its government and
policies on immigration and health
care, giving the people a motive to
stay in Mexico.

USD students! Earn up to four units at

SDSU
Wintersession
January 3-20,1995
Chose from over 200 short, intensive courses from 42 departments!

I t iim'nter

'95

Best of all...
•
•
•
•
•

Admission to SDSU is not required
Most courses $120 per unit (for both CA residents & non-residents)
Most courses transferable (contact your USD advisor for applicability)
Uncrowded campus - no parking congestion
MasterCard, Visa, cash, check or money order accepted

To register...
Register in person or by mail. In-person registration begins Monday, December 5.
The Registration Office is generally open 9 am-7 pm, Monday-Thursday, with shorter
hours on Friday and Saturday. (Call for holiday schedule.)

How to get there...
Take I-8 to College Ave. (south). Turn right on Montezuma, right on 55th St., right on Hardy Ave., and right into Parking
Structure II. Walk east on Hardy Ave. to the College of Extended Studies Registration Office in the new Gateway Center.

Call 594-5152 to have a free schedule mailed to you.
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Avoid the loans
Financial aid office encourages students to look beyond the obvious
Marco Buscaglia
College Press Service
Although receiving financial aid
is necessary for many college stu
dents, no one says they have to like
it.
Whether they're searching for a
lender, waiting for that loan check
to clear or filling out their 10th
verification form, the jungle of red
tape associated with the grants and
loans is often too much to bear.
Slowly, however, the federal gov
ernment has been trying to simplify
the process. In addition to the Na
tional Direct Student Loan program,
which allows students to borrow
money directly from the govern
ment, Congress has passed the Wil
liam D. Ford Federal Direct Loan
Program, which will introduce In
dividual Education Accounts[IEA].
"President Clinton campaigned
on the issue, both in terms of na
tional service and direct lending,"
said Madeleine Kunin, deputy sec-

"Instead of sticking to
their course of study,
some students are
forced to get the first
job they could get so
they could make
money quickly. That's
not necessarily the
goal of higher
education."
—Madeleine Kunin,
deputy secretary of
education
retary of education. "One of his
goals was to allow students to make
different choices with their loans so
they wouldn't be burdened down
with repayment as soon as they
graduated from college."
Kunin, a three-term governor of
Vermont, said that students often
shy away from less-paying, serviceoriented jobs because they realize
that repaying their loans may be
difficult because of their low sala
ries. "Instead of sticking to their
course of study, some students are
forced to get the first job they could
get so they could make money
quickly," Kunin said. "That's not
necessarily the goal of higher edu
cation."
Similar to a home mortgage, the
new plan gives student borrowers a
variety of repayment options de
signed to fit their individual finan
cial situations. These options in
clude a standard repayment plan, in
which borrowers can still choose
the standard fixed payment over 10
years. Another option is the contin
gent repayment plan, which bases a
borrower's monthly payment on his
or her annual income and loan
amount. Since the repayment is a
fixed percentage, repayments rise
when income goes up and decline
when income decreases. There is

also an extended repayment plan, in
which a borrower can extend his or
her repayments over 12 to 30 years
depending on the loan amounts.
With the graduated repayment rate
plan, borrowers have lower
monthly payments initially, with
the payments increasing every two
years over a period of 12 to 30
years. Borrowers are free to change
their repayment plan if their finan
cial situations change.
In addition to benefiting students,
the new loan program will save
taxpayers money, according to
Kunin. "We'll save $4.3 billion over
a five-year period by streamlining
. the procedures for students, parents
and schools." she said.
Not everyone agrees, however,
that students loan reform should
come from the government.
"It's essential for students to un
derstand fully the consequences of
the decisions they make about re
payment options," said Mark Can
non, executive director of the Coa
lition for Student Loan Reform.
"Under the government's plan, a
student's interest payments could
even double. It's not in the best
interest of most students to stretch
out repayments over a long period
of time."
The Student Association released
a statement opposing the contin
gent repayment plan, saying that
"for two-thirds of the borrowers,
the payments are lowered so sub
stantially that they don't even cover
the monthly interest that is due,
resulting in a gradual increase, rather
than a decrease, in the amount of
outstanding debt for at least one
year."
Still, federal officials are confi
dent that they'll decrease the num
ber of student borrowers who go
into default because of the IEA's
flexibility. "Students stop paying
their loans because they can't af
ford to," said Kunin, who added
that financial counseling will be
available through the plan. "If we
work with them to adjust their pay
ment schedules, they'll be able to
keep paying the money back."
The IEA plan is currently being
phased into the 104 schools partici
pating in the National Direct Stu
dent Loan program. Next year, more
than 1,000 schools are slated to
begin the program.
Under direct lending, the federal
government will make loans directly
available to students through
schools. Approximately $1 billion
in direct loans, almost five percent
of the total student loan amount,
will be made available this year. By
1999, the government hopes that
direct lending will make up 60 per
cent of the total volume.
Currently, the federal govern
ment provides reinsurance for loans
made by private lenders that are
guaranteed by state or non-profit
agencies. Money for the loans is
raised by the U.S. Treasury Depart
ment through the sale of govern-

see LOAN on page 9

A USD student uses the financial computer in Copley library, another
outside resource for financial aid

Cutting the red tape
I Government tries to simplify
the loan process
Elena Christian
Special to the VISTA

Although Karen Albright re
cently graduated from college,
she can already predict herlong
est lasting friend from college:
Salli-mae.
Ironically, the relationship is
far more financial than it is so
cial. Sallie-mae is Albright's
student loan organization.
"I'll have that loan following
me for the next 15 years, long
after my college memories have
faded," Albright said.
USD's Office of Financial Aid
is trying to help students avoid
an outcome like Albright's. Try
ing to increase awareness about
these outside resources has
proven to be one of its main
challenges.
"If [students] would rather pay
back loans than fill out applica
tions, that's their choice," said
Judy Lewis Logue, director of
the financial aid office.
The financial aid office is try
ing to do "everything and any
thing" it can to reduce the num
ber of student loans, Logue said.
She added that outside scholar
ships are available to all stu
dents.
The opportunity to get out
side resource scholarships isone
alternative offered for the alarm
ing 72 percent of financial aid

recipients at USD who
are dependent on
loans.
Private organizations
and foundations create out
side resource scholarships in
order to assist students in their
educational goals. The
qualifications for each
award vary according to
each donor's desired re
cipient. Criteria can
range from grades,
class rank and extra
curricular activities,
to one's gender, race
or religion.
The financial aid office is most
concerned for students who do not
investigate the alternatives to loans
and whoare steadily increasing their
debts after graduation.
One of the financial aid office's
goals is getting students to apply for
outside resource scholarships be
fore they accept student loans with
interest. The problem with this plan
is that applying for these resources
takes time, organization and plan
ning, whereas the loans often only
require a signature with a promise
to repay.
"It's like a welfare — financial
aid through student loans is free to
me without any work," said Curtis
DeMers, an undergraduate at USD.
Students often explain that their
lack of interest in outside resources
is caused by lack of time, lack of
initiative, the fear of failure and

lack of knowledge. The finan
cial aid office is addressing these
hesitations about outside re
sources by having counselors
on duty daily todiscuss any ques
tions about aid or the applica
tion process for the scholarships.
Students are finding out that
time and effort is well-invested,"
said Anne-Grethe Morris, Fi
nancial Aid's coordinator for
outside resource scholarships.
There is a general increase in
this trend of scholarships and
there will be a rise in the total
number of scholarships
awarded, Morris said.
This success rate can already
be seen. Over $557,000 was
awarded to 231 students in the
1993-94 school year; all but one
have already received awards.
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do know about the private lives of
an innocentsociety. There are about
5 billion records now in the United
States that list where we live and
personal data including birthdates,
family makeup, current and previ
ous addresses, and credit reports.
Information is moved from one
computer to another an average of
five times per day.
The good news is that there are
ways to stop it. The Privacy Rights
Clearinghouse, located on the lower
level of the Legal Research Center,
offers free services to anyone con
cerned about the way technology
invades privacy.
The Clearinghouse provides a
toll-free hotline for California con
sumers to report privacy abuses
and to request information on ways
to protect privacy. Since October
1992, the hotline has received over
18,000 calls. This is the first and
only organization of its kind in the
country.
"It's a good way to find out ways
to stop feeling so violated," said
Elizabeth Gunsaulus, a USD jun
ior. "When I lived in Camino, a
man kept calling us, saying nasty
things. It was an awful, disgusting
feeling."
A series of free fact sheets on
privacy issues are available in En
glish and Spanish. Subjects in
clude: who can listen in on cordless
and cellular phones, how to stop
harassing phone calls, how people
get addresses for junk mail, who
has access to credit reports, what to
do if your wallet is stolen, what to
do if you're being stalked, how to
stop telemarketing calls, what an

employer can find out about you
when you are applying for a job,
and who has access to your medical
information.
"We are the most privacy-con
scious state in the nation," said
BethGivens, director of Clearing
house. Fifty percent of Californians have unlisted numbers, she
said.
Four out of five respondents to a
1993 Louis Harris poll expressed
concern about threats to their per
sonal privacy. Yet the word "pri
vacy" does not appear in the U.S.

"There is a symbolic
notion that they can't
control their personal
information. They
can't control what
comes into their
mailbox."
—Beth Givens, director of
the Privacy Rights
Clearinghouse
Constitution. Privacy is a stategiven right.
The Clearinghouse
was created to empower consum
ers to take action to control their
own personal information.
According to Givens, most
hotline callers ask how to avoid
receiving junk mail.
"There is a symbolic notion that
they can't control their personal in
formation," Givens said. "Theycan't
control what comes into their mail
box. So every day they go home, and
there's more stuff that they never
ordered, that they don't want.
"There are lots of really serious

issues, one being medical privacy
and another being workplace pri
vacy," Givens continued. "If people
knew what few rights they had, they' d
be really upset about it. But what
people see every day is what's in
their mailbox, so that's what they
complain about."
If one has access to a computer, the
Clearinghouse can provide informa
tion via Internet and by direct mo
dem connection. The computer bul
letin board includes the texts of all
fact sheets and provides updates on
state and federal privacy legislation,
as well as other information.
To further help students, the Clear
inghouse has available a collection
of privacy-related newsletters and
books, and a file cabinet full of clip
pings, journal articles and reports on
a wide range of privacy-related sub
jects. "Students who are doing re
search and writing papers on privacy
are welcome to use our materials,"
Givens said.
Givens recommends that students
be aware of the different ways in
which people have access to infor
mation. Thereis an increase in "iden
tity thefts" in which people will steal
information about someone's iden
tity, then impersonate the person.
This can ruin the victim's credit rat
ing. Badcreditcouldaffectastudent's
future when he or she buys a car,
rents an apartment or applies for a
job.
"It is important early on to be aware
of all these different ways that there is
information about you that could be
used against you," Givens said.

Clearinghouse
hotline number:
1-800-773-7748.

VISTA is now hiring for all
positions. Applications
available in the
of
fice located downstairs in
the UC room 114b.

A padded bicycle seat was
stolen from a bike parked in
the Phase B bike rack. The
bike seat was taken between
Nov. 4 and 18. The estimated
value of the seat was $50.

November 20
A wallet was taken from a
Maher dorm room between 2
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. The
wallet contained $20 and
various credit cards.

November 22
Three non-students were
arrested for possession of
marijuana. They were
arrested around 1:40 p.m. in
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ment securities.
With the streamlined direct loan
program, schools can offer students
"one-stop shopping." Now, schools
can process a student's entire aid
package, including Pell Grants and
PLUS loans.
And with an IEA, students can
consolidate the loans and make one
monthly payment.
Graduates with outstanding stu

the southwest corner of the
football field.

November 23
A 1994 Honda Civic was
vandalized; the car's hood was
scratched and dented. The
incident took place between 3
and 6 p.m. The car was parked
in the Phase B parking lot.

November 27
A dorm room in Maher Hall
was burglarized. The incident
occurred between Nov. 23 and
27. Approximately $1500 of
various electronic equipment
was taken from the room.

dent loans can take advantage of the
new program as well. "We hope to
have the process in place by the
beginning of the next year," Kunin
said. "More than 20 million stu
dents and graduates have loans out,
so the sooner the system is set, the
better."
Kunin said that critics of the plan
fail to look at the big picture. "The
government backs up all of the stu
dent loans banks provide so we're
ultimately responsible anyway," she
said. "This system can only lead to
greater accountability."

KARIL STRAUSS|

Laite Night
Happy Hour!

Planning to take the

MCAT
GMAT
GRE
LSAT

and House Wine.

Thurs., Fri. & Sat 10 PM - I AM

FULL MENU UNTIL MIDNIGHT

Course START

DATES for the spring tests
GMAT: Dec. 3
LSAT: Jan. 7
MCAT: Feb. 11

Small Classes Free extra help,
Great teachers, Guaranteed results.
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TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

We blew it big time!

WRITE TO US!
The VISTA would like to clarify
its policy on the publishing of letters.
Letters must be signed and must in
clude a telephone number along with
USD ID numberfor verification pur
poses. Names may be withheld from
print upon request. The VISTA re
serves teh right to edit for purposes
of length and clarity. Please keep
letters less than one double-spaced
page.
Traditionalist are welcome to write
letters to us by addressing letters to
USD VISTA; Attn: Editor Section;
5998 Alcala Park; San Diego, CA
92110-2492. Letters may be brought
to the VISTA office: UC 114B, as
well. The deadline for publication of
letters is Sunday at Noon.
The VISTA has recently procured
an e-mail address. If you would like
to send the VISTA an e-mail please
address it to vista@pwa.acusd.edu

Generation X
on parade
I would like to thank you for the
article on Americorps (Nov. 10, "Stu
dents join the corps"). Once I read
through many of the technical ideas,
which you seem to have done quite a bit
of research on, it was apparent that the
Americorps program provides opportuni
ties for people to get involved in improv
ing community life.
President Clinton reflected the idea
that we have a responsibility to partici
pate in community service when he said,
"We hear a great deal about values now.
But all the lofty talk comes down to
three simple questions: what is right,
what is wrong, and what are we going to
do about it."
College is a great time to look within
oneself and consider helping another
person while at the same time learning
from experience. The many Americorps
programs discussed in the article seem to
imply that there are community service
possibilities that would interest anyone.
Americorps also offers financial and
insurance benefits. This makes the idea
of community service even more appeal
ing. In the end, the challenge is to
realize that we do have a responsibility
to help others and there are many options
within different fields. Thanks for
pointing this out with the Americorps
article.

Name withheld upon request
The Office for Community ServiceLearning

We don't have spirit, tradition, how 'bout you ?
The VISTA finds the renam
ing of the Grille to Traditions quite
amusing since traditions are so lack
ing at USd. USD has no "big game"
and the hooplaw which surrounds it,
to attend. USD has no college-lifepromoted traditions such as the Fight
ing Irish's annual St. Patrick's Day
celebration or even the big Home
coming show that most schools have.
USD has no student union where the
social side of college life is promoted
through food, entertainment, and an
area in which to conglomerate. Yet,
the VISTA believes USD does have
the means to create such an atmo
sphere. With that said, why is there
no goals initiated by the USD admin
istration to improve in the area which
this campus is most lacking—school
spirit.
The VISTA is well aware of its
deficiencies in covering certain events
that would have promoted school
spirit. For example, our coverage of
one of the few traditions on campus
could be called pitiful at best. Our
coverage of Homecoming was an
absolute disgrace. We blew it big
time. As the school newspaper, we
realize that we are in the greatest
position to reach thestudent body(that
is, if the students pick up the paper).
Hence, we have the means to rally the
USD community around University
events and in the future, it is our
intention to give this issue full cover
age.
However, we are not alone in our
lack of attention given to this issue. It
amazes the VISTA that the adminis
tration seems to ignore the problem
of student apathy at USD when they

Security fails student
In response to the article on escorts,
(Nov. 17, "Escorted out of trouble") I
found this to be quite an interesting article.
The article did not have one reference to
someone who had used this service. My
experience is quite the opposite of what
your article said was the case.
I used this service before the article ran.
Each time I did the officers made me feel I
had interrupted their donut break.
After the article ran they did not change
their attitudes towards escorting women
after dark. I came home late that night and
coundn't find any parking. I had seen an

could so easily
remedy it. The
VISTA, in the
spirit of trying
to change our
ways, as well as
as the ways of
our fellow stu
dents, would
like to offer
some solutions
to the problem
of fledgling
school spirit.
Unbe
knownst to many students, USD has sev
eral excellent sports teams such as
women's volleyball, both men's and
women's basketball, men's soccer, crew,
and cross country. Through exciting halftime shows (maybe even a marching bandevery other school has one), bussing ser
vices for away games, tailgates at home
games (with alcohol), and social func
tions after winning the game, school spirit
no doubt would soar, not to mention the
fact that these functions would be fun.
The games are great, but the atmosphere
stinks. Despite those hard working sports
teams and cheerleaders who must struggle
to get the attention they deserve, this
school has no "Sixth Man."
Many colleges have huge parades on
the day of Homecoming and Marion Way
is a prime spot for such an event. Usually
at Homecoming parades, fraternities,
sororities, dormitory buildings, sports
teams, and academic and other schoolastic
clubs compete in a contest for the best
float. In addition, different groups at
these campuses host booths of food and
games as fundraisers for their organiza
tion and several scheduled bands play

"2E!
throughout the day. USD has many
such organizations that would prob
ably be more than willing to partici
pate in such an event and the AS
Concert Series has the resources to
provide entertainment. There also
used to be float competition at USD
but for some reason it was aban
doned. Again, the VISTA asks, why
not use these resources?
As it is the opinion of the VISTA
that something must be done to raise
the morale of the students so that
pride in USD would not be limited to
the academic field, we would like to
ask the administration what they are
doing to create an atmosphere of
school spirit on the USD campus?
Lighten up on the restrictions and let
us party at games.
We would also like to address the
critique of some who say that USD
can't promote school spirit through
social events because it has no previ
ous traditions. Traditions have to be
started somewhere and the VISTA
believes there is no better time than
the present.

VISTA Opinion Phone Poll
Do you attend Church on a regular basis?

YES

56%

Tt

NO

44%

Note: This poll was conducted by phoning at random 50 students living on campus.

see
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AIDS testing USD's concern
for students' welfsexualty
The testing for HIV or AIDS is a health
benefit that should be available for stu
dents at USD. Anyone in San Diego can
get tested for HIV for free at various loca
tions across the city, but not at USD. It
would only make sense to have the avail
ability of such a test to USD students be
cause college students are the most sexu
ally active age group and very likely to
contract HIV from a sexual partner.

cility in Sacred Heart Hall, but there is not
a separate fee that guarantees health ser
vices. Maybe there should be a general
Health Center fee that would include im
portant services of necessity for college
students? If it hasn't already been looked
into, it should be.
USD has a very limited facility on cam
pus. Our medical center has neither a
laboratory to house such an operation nor
the staff to run it. In fact, they use an offcampus lab for the test that they run now
that need lab work. In addition to the lack
DREW ISHII
of facilities, the Health Center is not
equipped to handle the paperwork neces
sary for HIV testing.
As of now, USD Health Center refers
Since, USD is a Catholic institution, I interested students to the San Diego Ameri
imagine that it has certain reservations about can Indian Health Center for free antibody
testing. This par
providing such a
ticular center uses
resource,
let
confidential test
alone discuss the
By the end of 1991,
ing. And from
prevention of
just over 200,000
personal experi
AIDS and safer
ence, they are
people had been
sex. USD does
very warm and
not even allow
diagnosed with AIDS,
very informative.
the distribution
and 130,000 of them
200
In addition, they
of condoms, and
had died.
give out all the
sadly enough,
condoms
you
besides absti
could
ever
want.
nence, the use of
r
Even though
condoms during
USD
refers
sexual inter
people to a great
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clinic in San Diego, it is completely
anonymous. The clinic does not ask for
a name, rather they give you a number.
This same number is used to get the
results, usually five to ten working days
later.
I am not too fond of waiting two
weeks for someone to tell me "positive"
or "negative." That could become the
worst two weeks of my life. Most people
want to get their results within 24 to 48
hours.
Both SDSU and UCSD give HIV tests
for a lab fee of $10 and $15 respectively.
However these tests are confidential,
which means that they take your name
and provide pre-test counseling and posttest if necessary. These tests can be done
at anytime, unlike the state-run clinics
where there are certain times and days
when you can go in and get tested.
Granted, both schools are larger and state
funded, but those students do not have to
leave campus to get tested, so why should
we?
Actually USD may have the opportu
nity to test the waters and see how much
student interest it can gather. AIDS
awareness week is approaching in Feb
ruary and the idea of bringing HIV test
ing to campus has been brought up. Of
course, the confidentiality or anonymity
issue needs to be worked out, but it is
quite possible, at least in theory.
If there is enough support and interest,
then on-campus testing all of the time might
be something to pursue. Even if the lab
work can not be done on campus, at least
the test itself should be.
If anonymity is an issue for students,
people could call the health center ahead of
time, schedule an appointment for the test
and the center would know the purpose of
the visit. Nobody has to know. Also, if it
is that imperative for you to get tested, then
it should not matter how much inconve
nienced the process creates. At least the
test would be available, and a person would
know the results one way or the other.

ie>

at*
As of this time, USD has simply not
done an adequate job of providing health
care involving sexually transmitted dis
eases. AIDS should be a grave concern to
the students of USD, therefore, it should be
of grave concern to the administration of
USD. Unfortunately, this school has fol
lowed an unrealistic ideolgy that will only
exasperate an already deadly situation.

• LETTERS
continued, from page 10
officer parked, and so I asked him to escort
me to my room.
He told me no I He said he was waiting
for a locksmith because some man had
locked his keys in his car. He said he
wanted to walk me home but there were
only two officers on duty.
Where I had to park was out of his
visibility. He did not take the five minutes
to escort me safely home. The guy that had
locked his keys in his car was there to wait
for the locksmith. So why did he not escort
me? What if I had been raped? I had
asked for help and was denied an escort.
When your article said there was added
securtiy and escorts I was not sure whether
or not you were taking about UCSD or
SDSU — because you were not talking
about USD!

Name withheld upon
request
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Safety in question: who has answers?
Recent attack draws unwarranted criticism to Public Safety
Bt3fter seeing flyers posted all over
campus advertising an escort service
provided by Campus Security, I decided
to check this out for myself. Upon
calling them one night, a patrol car
arrived within minutes to escort me to
my desired destination.

SILKY BAGGA
Staff Writer
It was a great relief to have discov
ered this program, especially since
crime has escalated in the San Diego
community and within this area.
The escort service offered by
Campus Police for USD students
is effective and offers a sense of
safety for all students.
I realize, I cannot judge a
program having tested and
experienced it once; however,
that such a program exists
provides much security, both
physical and emotional. So if
ever a need arises, one can
depend on this service to reach
home safely.
Of course, there might be
occasions when there have been
too many emergencies on campus
and not enough security officers
to handle these calls. In such
cases, a call asking for an escort
will not be given the utmost
priority. Yet, I'm assured the call
won't be forgotten, it will be
merely delayed. But even in
such a case, we'll just have to
wait a few minutes and within
time a patrol car will arrive and
that's where the safely lies. Its
important to know that Campus
Security highly esteems our life
and safety, such that because of

major emergencies they might not escort
us promptly, but they will escort us.
When talking to Arlene Weeks, a
Dispatcher for Campus Security, I
learned that this program had been in
effect for many years. Recently,
however, it has received much publicity
through the various bulletins posted all
over campus.
Furthermore, USD students are aware
of the program (or at least they should
be) and take advantage of it all the time.
Weeks said there was an average of 15
calls per night by students asking to get
escorted to their cars or on-campus
location. In fact, there are officers on
duty every night who are strictly escorts

from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Weeks said this program was known
by many, and yet when I questioned
students of this, they knew of the
program but had never used it. It seems
its more important to realize this
program exists so if there is a need to
use it, its accessible.
To assist Campus Police in their
efforts to provide security for USD
students, the Students Issues Board,
chaired by Esteban Del Rio, along with
Public Safety, have proposed a program
that's still in the works. They have
suggested bicycle patrolling by the
students for the students. Full details of
the program have not been devised yet,

but the program is being modeled after a
similar program at UCSD.
Students in yellow jackets ride
bicycles and assist people with direc
tions and escorts at UCSD. Del Rio
learned of this program while he was
visiting UCSD and hopes this program
can go into effect at USD soon. Del Rio
believes both men and women will be
interested in participating.
There are students on campus who
will be willing to bicycle patrol and thus
benefit each other, but we can always
use more. (If anyone is interested in this
program or concerned about any other
student issue, they can call the Student
Issues Hotline at X2590.)
I believe the combined
efforts of Campus Security
along with those of the Student
Issues Board will be successful
in providing students with a
sense of security while walking
this campus.
I, myself, was deeply
impressed by Campus Secu
rity; they were very coopera
tive and without asking any
questions sent a patrol car to
escort me to the Valley.
I hope these programs stay
in the spotlight because safety
is an important issue for
students on campus. Maybe
there should be permanent
markings throughout campus
buildings reminding students
of the availability of an escort.
These programs are pertinent
and need to be out in the open
for the students' use at all
times and not just during
certain peaks of consciousness.
If anyone needs an escort
service during the night from
and to any campus location,
they can call X 4517.

Mighty bacteria king of the mountain once again
e have lost the war against bacteria.
This war has been fought since the dawn of
humans. With the discovery of penicillin,
some scientists and doctors believed that the
war against bacteria could be won. Since that
time, numerous other antibiotics have been
invented or discovered to fight bacteria.

responsible for causing simple ear infec
tions, meningitis and pneumonia has been
found to show resistance. Discover cited a
case in Iceland in which 2.5 percent of iso
lated strains of pneumonia were resistant in
1989. By 1993, 20 percent of strains were
resistant.
The Union-Tribune reported on Nov.
16, 1994, that an antibiotic resistant
bacteria infected 59 patients in a Lon
don hospital. Only twoantibiotics were
effective, and one was already losing its
effectiveness.
™
What is the problem? There are only
so many ways to attack bacteria. What some
scientists and doctors ignored years ago was
that bacteria have been around for over 3.5
billion years. The massive population al
lows for an increased chance of mutation, the
fruit of evolution. Every 20 minutes, a new
generation is "born" that may include a mu
tated bacterium resistant to antibiotics.
Antibiotics kill the majority of bacteria in
an infection, but some bacteria resist and
survive. These replicate and pass on the
resistant to other bacteria. A researcher
quoted in Discover said it takes about $300
million to develop a new antibiotic.

MICHAEL KRUSE

Staff Writer
For half a century we have enjoyed the
results, but we are just discovering that the
widespread use of antibiotics may have only
been temporary victories against bacterial
infections. In the next century, we may enter
a post-antibiotic era. In order to postpone
this time, we must make decisions now to
prevent future difficulties.
Tuberculosis was believed to have been
defeated in the United States twenty years
ago. However, Mark Caldwell reported in
the August 1994 issue of Discover that strains
of TB have appeared that are resistant to all
11 drugs in existence to treat it. The bacteria

Why is the problem frightening?
We prematurely won the war against
bacteria. Now bacteria are fighting
back. By our own misjudgment we
may have allowed bacteria the oppor
tunity to act as human population con
trollers.
As new strains of resistant diseases
are released on the human population,
mass infection could potentially kill
off whole cities. This could be espe
cially true in Third World countries
that lack proper sanitation.
I propose that a consortium of doc
tors from around the world be granted
political power to develop a long-term
plan to reduce the pace of evolution of
resistant bacteria. The plan must pre
pare medicine for a new post-antibi
otic era.
Without world-wide cooperation, re
sistant strains of bacteria will travel the
globe and lead to a further crisis in
health care. Doctors have been trained
in prescribing antibiotics as miracle
drugs. As these miracle drugs fail,
doctors will need to be educated to deal
with resistant bacterial strains.
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Graduates postpone careers
Students give back to their community
Nikki Dudine
College Life Co-editor

From Neruda to
the peaks of the
Andes
"On one of my weekend ex
cursions to escape the reign
of my madre I traveled to the
small village ofAlbanico to
attempt the summit of vol
cano Antuco with a friend.
We had it all planned out
and woke early the next
morning at our hospedaje to
get an early start on the vol
cano..."
— Page 14

Many graduates across the country have
given up their careers and postponed getting
their masters to teach America's children.
Wendy Kopp, a Princeton graduate, came
up with an idea for her senior thesis in 1989.
She said she wanted to make a cliche topic
something that people would actually go to
work on. This became Teach For America.
The program was started five years ago,
when five hundred of the nation's most prom
ising college graduates chose to put graduate
school and careers on hold to join a new
teachers corps. This corps sought graduates
to teach in the nation's most under-served
public schools.
Some of the program's critics claimed that
the project wouldn't get off the ground. They
thought that it was just another young mind
with an arrogant attitude towards the main
stream.
Today there are 2,800 corps members who
teach in 17 different places across the coun
try. Everywhere from South Central Los
Angeles to the South Bronx of New York.
Teach For America is looking for people
who believe that all children should have the
same opportunities in education. They want
young adults who want to make a difference
and not just talk.
"I noticed kids are just being so neglected
today, especially inner city youth," said Jo
seph Perez, a TFA corps member. "There's
just no hope for them. I thought I could make
a difference for these kids, that they could
really relate to me." Perez is confined to a

see TFA on page 15

Students give up home for homeless
H Event brings the reality of homelessness closer to USD
Silky Bagga
Copy Editor
I could never truly feel like a homeless
person; I feel I am just getting a taste of what
its like to live without shelter." said Kenda
Bartholomew, one of the participants in "A
Night Without Shelter".

Spotlight

Student Perspective

What does this woman have
in common with USD ? Find
out in this week's Spotlight

Campus Ministry and AS Social Issues
sponsored A Night Without Shelter, in which
about 45 students spent a night in cardboard
boxes outside in the cold and freezing weather
on Nov. 18, 1994.
The objectives of the program included
raising money for St. Vincent de Paul Vil
lage, a shelter for the homeless, as well as to
experience the life of a homeless person for
one night.
At 5 P.M. on Friday, we changed modes
from college students and stepped into the
< shoes of a homeless person.
| The weather was intent on giving us a
|complete experience. Exactly as we prepared
* our shelters from cardboard boxes, it started
1
U

— Page 14

USD Voices
Find out what students
would change our mascot to
if they had the chance
— Page 15

USD student Kim Brewer tries box out for size

see HOMELESS on page 16
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Chilling in Chile: The Andes and the Elqui
The USD Travel Log gives stu
dents an opportunity to share,
with the rest of the USD
community, their travel
experiences. Any and all
students are encouraged
to submit articles and
pictures of their travel
ing adventures. For fur
ther information or ques
tions please call the VISTA or
come to our office, UC 114B.
Andrea Berger

Special to the VISTA
This past summer, I studied in South America. The
thought of spending several weeks in Concepcion, Chile
struck fear into some of my family members. They feared
that I was embarking on a trip into a continental wasteland
full of guerrillas, poverty and political repression.
I think one family member even stated to my father that
she just had to face the reality that I might not return alive.
I have encountered several people with the same prejudiced

Following the sound up a nearly vertical
rock wall on our left we saw that huge
boulders were beginning to tumble
down. We backed up a few feet and
waited for the rock and debris to settle
only yards in front of us, and then we
ran like hell for the next mile.
misconceptions about Latin American countries.
After visiting Chile I can say that those misconceptions
could not be any further from the truth.
The truth is, Chile is a country full of natural beauty and
endless recreational possibilities for people who enjoy

—

nature and adven
ture. I felt safer
there on my inde
pendent week
end excursions
than I often do
in the United
States when I
go out camp
ing with friends.
It is unfortu
nately true that
many Chileans do
still live in condi
tions below the
poverty level but
better standards
have been reached
in the past few years
and it seems they
will continue to
with the strengthening
Chilean
economy.
I went to Chile
on a program with
Villanova Univer
sity that included
nine other students,
all from the East
Coast, and the di
rector of the trip and Berger and three friends,
his family who are
native Chileans.
We spent the initial four days in Santiago exploring this
huge cosmopolitan city and the nearby areas of Vina del Mar
such as Valparaiso, Isla Negra, where Pablo Neruda lived,
and Valle Nevada which is a ski resort in the Andes.
We then took an eight-hour night bus trip south to
Concepcion where we were united with our home stay fami
lies.
My family was just one person, a woman separated from
her husband. She lived in an apartment building only one
block from the central plaza.
Having grown up in a rural area, this was an entirely novel
experience for me to live in a downtown metropolitan area

—

USD Spotlight

surrounded by Chilean mountains
and one I thoroughly enjoyed.
My madre and I got along pretty well despite our
conflicting political beliefs that seemed to be on com
plete opposite ends of the spectrum.
She had been a strong supporter of Pinochet during his
military dictatorship and this became a source of conflict
for the two of us. However, I was often served breakfast
in bed, and given a hot water bottle every night which
helped me to forgive her for her misguided political
thoughts.

—

Blade Warrior in our midst
Cristina Fernandez

Staff Writer

Theresa Andersen flies off ramp high into the sky

see CHILE continued on page 16

What do the TV show "Blade Warriors"
and USD have in common? Two words,
Theresa Andersen.
"Blade Warriors is a TV show like
'American Gladiators' but everyone is on
roller blades," explains Andersen, a USD
employee.
Andersen was a contender not once, not
twice, but three times.
In the first game the score was close but
Andersen lost.
However, Andersen's score was high
enough that she was asked to come back
and compete in the "Wild Card Round,"
this time winning. Andersen then went on
to the semi-finals where she eventually
lost.
The competition includes an obstacle
course and a ramp that the contender must
skate down and when they reach the other
side, they must make a basket.
Andersen has worked in the USD Print
Shop for five years. She and her husband
enjoy in line skating together in their spare
time.
"To skate competitively, you definitely
have to be athletic. You have to be able to
take a lot of falls and be able to handle
pain. Last year I broke my ankle and was

out for three months," Andersen said.
Andersen has been roller blading on
ramps for two years. She is part of a
roller blading group called "Team Ex-

To
roller
blade
competitively
you
definitely have to be
athletic. You have to be
able to handle pain.
- Theresa Andersen
treme" that is sponsored by Gatorade
and Roller Blade. They are hired to
perform roller blading demonstrations
by various sporting goods stores to pro
mote their store.
Team Extreme also performs at el
ementary schools and talks to the stu
dents about the importance of wearing
protective gear.
Andersen started skating for recre
ation and exercise.
Some friends told her and her hus-

see BLADING on page 16
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Cindy Anderson, senior: "I wouldn't
change it, I would just leave it how it is
At least we aren't the Ducks, as in
Oregon Ducks."

Jason Richardson, junior: "I would
change it to a dollar sign or a
Mercedes emblem, or the pope."

continued from page 13
wheelchair due to an act of random
violence near his Queens, N.Y.
home.
Almost every major media has
covered the program's efforts. CBS
did a special on teachers and chose
five of the best in America. One of
the five chosen was Juan Contoja, a
Teach For America corps member.
Contoja is a graduate of Princeton
and was going to be a lawyer. He
had been accepted at Harvard Law

"I noticed kids are
just being so ne
glected today, espe
cially inner-city
youth. There's just
no hope for them. I
thought I could make
a difference for these
kids, that they could
really relate to me."
-Joseph Perez
TFA Corps Member

school, which was his dream, and
put that off to teach for a few years.
Contoja is now putting off that
dream forever to teach for life.
Darrell Barker, a TFA corps mem
ber, teaches a fourth and fifth grade
combination. His school resides in
a toughened area of LA, and he tries
to be realistic with his students.
"I'm a realistic person and I don't
want to paint an unrealistic picture
of our country," said Barker con
cerning the subject of racism.

Ynez Wilson, the West Coast
recruiter for TFA, is a graduate from
Occidental and an alumna of the
program. For years, Wilson was
going to be a lawyer and then she
heard of TFA.
"The main reason that I decided
to put law school on hold was that I
wanted to give back to my commu
nity. I think that all children de
serve the opportunity for a good
education," said Wilson.
The LA Unified School Distric
asked TFA for 1600 teachers. Su
perintendents and principals across
the country rave about TFA corps
members.
"All of our school community
recognize the positive contribution
and attitudes which the TFA mem
bers bring to our schools. It is my
hope that the work of your organi
zation can continue, because it is a
very bright light for public schools
in America," said Superintendent
of Schools from Pasadena Unified
School District.
TFA recruits at schools across
the country. People who have ma
jors that are not education are ac
tively recruited.
There is a four part selection pro
cess which includes a written appli
cation, a sample teaching session, a
discussion group and a personal
interview.
After being selected, there is an
intense summer session consisting
of workshops, group projects and
listening to veteran teachers speak.
TFA corps members are hired
through school districts and are paid
as regular salaried teachers. Inmost
of the programs, after the two years
of teaching, TFA members are
credentialed and 65 to 70 percent
continue to teach for their profes
sion.
If this program sounds like some
thing you would be interested in,
call 1-800-832-1230 to get an ap
plication.

Paul Buss, senior: "I would make
it a big bull instead of a torero."

Sharareh Wahyaporir, freshman: "I
would change it to a Grizzly Bear."

Matt Carmazzi, freshman: "I would
change it to a matador."

• TFA
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Maureen Zetlmeisl, senior: "I would change
it to something that has to do with San Diego,
like the water for example. Whales would be
really good because we could still keep our
school colors. So maybe a blue whale or a
killer whale."

Teach For America Teacher helps student with his math
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• CHILE
continued, from page 14
*

On one of my weekend excur
sions to escape the reign of my
madre, I traveled to the small vil
lage of Albanico to attempt the sum
mit of volcanoAntuco witha friend.
We had it all planned out and
woke early the next morning at our
hospedaje to get an early start on
the volcano.
It had been raining for three days
straight and when we left it was still
pouring rain. Dozens of waterfalls
were cascading down the walls of
the valley. Even the pouring rain
could not spoil the pure beauty of
the valley we were in.
We walked about a mile and a
half on the road leading to the ski
resort at the base of the volcano
before we caught a ride from a
family attempting the treacherous
road that was by now well on its
way to becoming a river.
A land slide covering the road
forced thefamily to turn back while
we decided to continue on.
After about fifteen minutes of
walking we ran into carabineros
who gave us no option but to turn
back. This order, coming from
men who carry Uzis, giving us no
reason to question their authority,
so we submissively turned back.
Half-way back to the hospedaje
we heard a loud cracking noise.
Following the sound up a nearly
vertical rock wall on our left we
saw that huge boulders were begin

Andrea on La Serena hilltop after a three-hour traverse in valley below
ning to tumble down. To our right
was nothing but a drop off into the
valley below. We backed up a few
feet and waited for the rock and
debris to settle only yards in front of
us, and then we ran like hell for the
nextmile. Wewererunningagauntlet and not about to stop and rest.
When we returned to our
hospedaje the family who ran it,
along with the other guests, all
agreed we were crazy gringos. We
were then provided with a warm
lunch and spent the rest of the day
drying by the fire. We played cards
and joked around with the family. I
was even shown the family photos.
I spent my weekdays going to
school at the University of

Conception and my weekends trav
eling. My weekends traveling were
somewhat restricted at this time of
year because of the weather.
In the southern part of the coun
try, where I was, it rains during
much of the winter. This was some
thing I was not quite prepared for,
since I do not own many warm
clothes. Most buildings do not have
central heat either so one cannot go
inside toescape the cold like here in
the U.S.
We were given one week off from
school, and I decided toseek thesun
with three other friends so we trav
eled north to the city of La Serena
on the Pacific coast. The moment
we stepped off the bus it was sunny

•HOMELESS

feel; however, I didn't realize this until I
actually had to sleep in my "house" in the
continued from page 13
cold weather afer midnight.
raining. The entire night, the weather showed
Prior to that, I was having fun building a
us the plight of the homeless as it got colder shelter and since a whole group of us were
done early, we even played cards. And then
as the night progressed.
Until midnight, MaryEllen Pitard, Cam dinner was served.
pus Minister in charge of this program, had
As it grew colder and the two shirts and a
activities planned which included making sweatshirt I was wearing were not enough to
shelters from cardboard boxes, having a protect me, I started to realize that homeless
simple sack dinner and listening to speakers people live through this everyday. They are
who live in shelters. We even sang songs and constantly searching for shelter, food, warmth
ended with a prayer virgil.
and company.
We kept journals and wrote in them
We were only getting a taste of what really
throughout the evening, keeping records our happens to the homeless people because we
thoughts as our awareness toward the plight had a meal and cardboard boxes were
of the homeless increased.
accesible. And most of all, we were in the
The expectations for the evening as Pitard company of our friends.
said would be, "to learn something and expe
Because this program was so well de
rience a little of what the homeless experi signed, we never felt out of place. Thats why
enced and let it would stir some compassion it was hard to realize the plight of the home
for the homeless."
less. This was the closest I was going to get
I knew this was what I was supposed to without actually being homeless.

and close to seventy degrees. We
had definitely made the right choice.
In La Serena we discovered Chil
ean counter-culture.
Many artisans from the nearby
inland Valle de Elqui came here to
sell their products. They were clas
sic examples of people who had had
it with society and wanted to live
simple lives in the beautiful valley
nearby, growing their own food to
support themselves.
After visiting Valle de Elqui, I
understood how the valley could
support a counter-culture. The val
ley boasts the clearest skies in the
hemisphere.
The night sky was phenomenal,
making our own desert southwest

As I was was shivering in my cardboard
shelter I knew this would all be over in the
morning and that I could return to the warmth
and comfort of my bed. However, I did realize
the hardships that homeless people have to
face, and that they deserve dignity and compas
sion from us.
One of the speakers commented that our
night out was a symbolic and "active prayer"
for the homeless. Even though, we didn't feel
homelessness, I remember being cold and hun
gryWhile we were setting up, a car passed by
from which we heard, "Hey bums, why dont
you get some homes?" I was shocked. I
thought about how homeless people have to
endure this everyday, along with being cold
and lonely.
Indeed, this was a mere symbolic gesture;
We couldn't feel true homelessnesss because
we had homes to return to.
I learn that these people are homeless but not
hopeless.

dim in comparison. It was appar
ent why the valley attracts U.F.O.
followers from all over the world.
The valley was also home to nu
merous pisco vineyards.
Pisco is a liquor distilled from
grapes and was like nothing I had
ever experienced before. Thecom
bination of the night skies and the
numerous pisco sours inspired some
pretty strange conversations in the
valley.
Overall, I found Chileans to be
extremely friendly and generous,
but a little bit reserved. Perhaps
this was due to living under mili
tary rule for almost two decades.
Almost everybody I met was ex
cited to talk to people from the
U.S., especially the students at the
University who almost always
spoke of Walt Whitman or Arthur
Miller. Their interest in the U.S.
was flattering. However, they of
ten had as many misconceptions
about the U.S. as we often have
about them.
Many of their ideas of the U.S.
were based on movies, making them
believe that violence and drug use
is a normal part of our everyday
lives.
Students there were no different
than students here, taking part in
the same weekend activities and
worrying whether or not they would
finds jobs after college.
Just as I was starting to get a
handle on the language it was time
to return home.
My only regret was that I could
not stay longer.

• SKATING

continued from page 14

band about the YMCA 12 foot half
pipe ramp in Encinitas and that is where
the San Diego manager of Team Ex
treme asked her to try out.
She was coerced into trying out for
"Blade Warriors" by friends who are
the warriors.
After she made it, she began a two
week training program that included
sprints on roller blades and something
similar to full contact football practice
on blades.
The show is filmed at an aircraft
hanger in Los Angeles. "Competing
was great, I had a lot of bruises but it
was so much fun," said Andersen.
Although one of her episodes has
aired, there are still two more. "Blade
Warriors" airs on KUSI Saturdays at
noon.

Point 523-9220
Loma Tan

-5 minutes from USD!
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-Not good w/ any other offer
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Food fish
5 Impression
10 Catch sight of
14 High point
15 Stogie
16 —de-camp
17 Stampede
18 An Astaire
19 Youthful suffix
20 Helped
22 Dryness
24 Units of
computer
information
25 Ruler of old
26 Fire or steam
29 Bill collector
33 Saucy
34 Kingly
36 Central part
37 Poetic
preposition
38 Carney or
Garfunkel
39 Eng. flyers
40 Holiday times
42 Sorrow
44 Fill up
45 Soldier on guard
47 Suds
49 Way
50 Scarlett's home
51 Renowned
54 News items
58 Estrada of TV
59 Wont
61 Cabbage variety
62 Occupation
63 Gladden
64 Give off
65 Come down
66 Prevent from
acting
67 Recipe measure
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I really appreciated it so I lelt her

32

a note on the kitchen table before I
went camping lor the weekend:

42

'Thanks lor everything.

"

43
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48

Goodbye."

"

She thought it was a suicide note

"

49
51

new clothes. She lelt them on my

30

46

45

money. Sometimes she's so busy.
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38

52

53

•

58
62
65

My mom's been raising me all by
her sell. She doesn't have much

She bought me a whole bunch ol

36

35

Roger&Salem Salloom

bed on Friday ahetnoon.
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Leold by

and went crazy crying all over
56

55

the neighborhood, and calling

57

everybody on the phone.
My Iriends and I thought

60

it was lunny....

63

Sometimes,

66

she is so lunny.
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55 Dalai —
52 Elaborate
11 Wharf
56 Wallach and
melody
12 Works in verse
Whitney
53
A
state:
abbr.
13 Camp item
57 Adam's son
54
Like
—
out
of
21 Moral lapse
60 Stout
hell
23 Used to own
4'
25 Jalopy
26 Swords
W i ft} A JL y 1 Si jiU u. V
27 Boldness
H
u R G E
S L 1D E
L 0 £. E
28 Grassy area
R A R E
R
A
B
E
S
V
0
N
29 Actor Ritchard
A
N E T T L E S
30 Pentateuch
B E L A T E D
31 Take to the
0 0 R E S •n| 1 L
stump
P E A C E T U L
R li N T
32 Direct to a
S A N E
E
R 0 U
in A R D
source for help
L 1 V
D A i R 1 E 0
E R R
35 Used sculls
P A S T E
G 1 E E
S T A 0
41 Petted
DOWN
S 0A R E E R
S A L A R I
42 Ground
1 PoetTeasdale
T E A R S
aTT
together, as
2 Musical piece
M A I L M A n A S S1 E N T u
teeth
3 Smaller amount
A L D A nfo A S TIN 0 R
43 Butter up
4 Show
A V 0 in
T E E N • ram n E E
44 Piled up
5 Disperse
L A Du
H E A T
0ELi D S
46 Promise to pay
6 Neap and ebb
48 Onassis to
7 On in years
some
8 Bad: pref.
50 Hackneyed
9 Salty snack
10 Like a lampoon 51 Tumbled
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Women's basketball splits series
Tim Lynch
Staff Writer

Men's Basketball
University of Kansas 83,
USD 65

Women's Basketball
USD 88, Cal Poly
Pomona 67
Louisiana Tech 83, USD
51

USD Swimming
USD 148, UCSD 128

Women's Volleyball
USD vs. San Francisco
15-10, 15-7, 15-7
USD vs. San Diego
State 10-15, 13-15, 6-15

Schedule
Thursday the swimming
and diving teams travel
to Long Beach, to com
pete in the Speedo Cup.

Friday at 9:30 a.m. the
women's volleyball team
participates in the Na
tional Invitational Volley
ball Championship in
Kansas City.

It's that time of year again. The sounds of
sneakers squeaking across the hard-wood
floor, the pounding of the ball, and the snap of
the net are the reminders that the basketball
season is already upon us. The USD women's
basketball team is focused and ready to take
off.
In their season opener, the Toreros beat the
division II powerhouse Cal Poly Pomona 8867. Michele Brovelli led all scorers with 17
points while Vicky de Jesus piled up 10
points.
Monday night the Toreros took on the
1994 NCAA runner-up Louisiana Tech. The
Lady Techsters entered the contest ranked
fourth in the nation. USD started off hot, but
Tech's superb talent proved too strong as
they pulled away in the second half and
finished with a 83-51 victory.
"This game was good experience for us,"
said senior forward Vicky de Jesus. "Playing
tough opponents like Tech will get us pre
pared for conference."
This year's Torero squad promises a
quicker, more up-tempo style of play along
with new talent. The Toreros spent the off
season sharpening their skills and bringing in
a excellent young recruiting class. They
return three seniors and two juniors all of
whom rotate in and out of the starting line-up.
Head Coach Cathy Marpe leads this young
squad into her 15th season at USD. In recent
years, Marpe has made some changes to the
Torero scheme to utilize the team's new
found speed and athleticism.
"We have some good athletes, but the key
to this season is not relying on our skills so
much as executing the proper techniques and
helping teammates on the court," said Marpe.
Unlike last season, San Diego will need a
balanced scoring attack to make up for the
loss of graduated senior Jill Shaver, a threetime scoring leader. USD is also without a
true center, which means the brunt of the
scoring will have tocome from outside shoot
ing and from points off the break.
In order for the Toreros to be successful,
strong contributions are needed from the ex
perienced players. Seniors Serena Eiermann
and Vicki de Jesus, along with junior Michele
Brovelli are expected to pace the Toreros.
Eiermann is USD's all-time leading threepoint shooter and poses many problems for

Junior Michelle Brovelli waits for opening against Cal
Poly
opposing defenses. Her threat as a bigshooter
combined with her skilled ball handling cre
ates space inside as defenders are forced to
cover her.
Vicky de Jesus is another familiar name for
Torero fans. Named USD's best defensive
player in '94, de Jesus has great quickness
allowing for her to be at the receiving end of
many transition breaks. Marpe calls de Jesus
the "offensive creator" and expects her to role
in the offense to increase.

Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
the men's basketball
team plays the Univer
sity of Notre Dame at the
Sports Arena.

Sunday at 2 p.m. the
women's basketball
team plays Fresno State
at the Sports Center.
>

Senior Serena Eierman calls out plays

Stepping into the forward spot is Michele
Brovelli who brings leadership and an acute
knowledge of the game. Brovelli is USD's
most versatile player and earned USD's
coaches award in '94.
"This team has great chemistry. We are all
team players," states Brovelli. "Anyone is
capable of stepping up at any time."
Other keys to the season will be the unself
ish play of junior guard Laura King and the
contribution of senior Nya Jensen at the cen
ter spot.
The rest of the squad includes a solid front
court and two sets of siblings. Lorraine and
Lorice Watson are the twins that provide two
strong inside players for the Toreros. While
they are hard to distinguish, their play stands
out. Lorraine is the team's leading returning
scorer while Lorice is a defensive force. Heidi
Ambrose and sister Kari add another family
dimension to the team.
The Toreros posses a strong bench which
promises great things to future Torero fans.
Malia Andagan along with the freshman class
referred to as the "Fab Four" of Michol
Murray, Nailah Thompson, Justine
Tuhkaraina and Kari Ambrose look impres
sive.
The Toreros are eager to test themselves
against conference opponents, however, the
road to it promises to be difficult as they face
several nationally ranked teams. USD's next
game is on Sunday, December 4th at 2 pm in
the Sports Center.
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Minnesota vs. Chicago
Dallas vs. Philly
Detroit vs. Green Bay
New England vs. N.Y. Jets
Pittsburgh vs. Cinncinatti
Tampa Bay vs. Washington
Kansas City vs. Denver
San Fran. vs. Atlanta
Cleveland vs. N.Y. Giants
Arizona vs. Houston
Seattle vs. Indy
L.A. Rams vs. N.O.
Miami vs. Buffalo
San Diego vs. L.A. Raiders

Throughout December is the Home of

H

Book your organization's
Christmas party now at the Guava
Beach Bar & Grill (-zr488-6688)

3714 Mission Blvd.

10 PM

Between the Catamaran & Roller Coaster

HAPPY
HOUR
NITELY

©488-6688
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Robert's

Minnesota
Philly
GB
Jets
Pitts
TB
KC
San Fran.
Cleveland
Arizona
Indy
N.O.
Buffalo
San Diego

Chicago
Dallas
GB
NE
Pitts
Washington
Denver
San Fran.
Giants
Arizona
Seattle
L.A. Rams
Miami
San Diego

Men's
Football
wrap

50

from (fr

Brad's

any 2 dinner entrees.

Good for up to A people. Not valid with"
any other oiler, special, or discount. Expires 1/15/95.
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TAKE GREAT BOOKS.
ANYWHERE.
The DATA DISCMAN™ Electronic
Book Player makes your library portable.
Volumes of information — reference,
education, business, travel, language and
more — go where you go on CD-ROM
compatible software. Text, graphics and
audio make Electronic Books come
alive. Now all your heavy reading weighs
a bit more than one pound.

Now PLAYING ON

YOUR MULTIMEDIA PC.
Want to skim the story? Print a page of the
encyclopedia? Cut and paste Barron's™ Book Notes
to your report? You can do it, because Electronic
Books are playable on your desktop CD-ROM drive.
For Windows™ or Macintosh.®

DATA DISCMAN ELECTRONIC BOOK PLAYER
Light Reading

USD had a total of eight players honored
on the 1994 Pioneer Football League AllConference squads, including six on the First
Team.
Senior punter Robert Ray (Bakersfield)
was a first-team honoree for the second straight
year on defense after leading the PFL at 39.9
yards per punt. Joining Ray on the AllDefensive team was junior free safety Doug
Popovich (Tucson), who led the league in
tackles with 142.
Senior quarterback Vince Moiso (Tigard,
ORE) was one of the four Toreros named to
the First Team on offense. Moiso was just
one of three student-athletes ranked first on
all of the coaches' ballots. Moiso set USD
records for pass completions (244), touch
down passes (31) and passing yards (3,574).
On the season he led the league in passing
efficiency while ranking 33rd in NCAA IAA.
Joining Moiso on the offensive First Team
were senior offensive tackle Matt Taylor
(Phoenix), sophomore wide receiver Evan
Hlavacek (San Jose) and sophomore fullback
Jermaine Rucker (San Diego). Rucker set a
new USD single-seasons records for rushing
yards with 1,332 and for touchdowns in a
game with four. He also tied USD records for
touchdowns in a season (16)and pointsscored
in a season (96). Hlacacek led the team in
receptions with 25 for 497 yards (19.9 yards
per catch) and five touchdowns.
Making theSecond Team on offense was
senior kicker Matt Young (Fullerton) and
sophomore defensive back Jeb Dougherty
(Yucca Valley)

Paris

$199

BONUS! THE NEW GROLIER ENCYCLOPEDIA™ enhanced with audio
and graphics, is yours with the DD-10 Electronic Book Player.

$189.50
O 1994 Sony Electronics Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited All rights reserved. Features and Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer. Barron's is a trademark of Barron's Educational Series, Inc. Sony and Data Discman are trademarks of Sony.

USD Bookstore
Computer Dept.
260-4552

London
$225*
Frankfurt
$225*
Tokyo
$235*
Boston
$149*
New York
$149*
Washington DC $185*
Seattle
$ 75*
•Fares areeach way fromSan Diego or Los Angeles based on roundtnppu'chase

Restrictions apply and taxes not included.Call for other worldwide destinations

Around-the-World fares as low as $1299!
Ask for Debby.

Council Travel

953 Garnet Ave. • San Diego, CA 92109
Students call...

Faculty & Staff call...

270-6401 870-3660
1995 International Student Identity Cards
available now!
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Men's basket
ball loses to #9
Mike Tanghe
Staff Writer

Competing against ninth-ranked
Kansas, the USD men's basketball
team played solid but lost, 83-65.
We competed from the jump ball
to the final buzzer," said junior cap
tain David Fizdale. "They weren't
ranked #9 for nothing."
The Toreros did compete, with
the score as close as a 30-27 Kansas

lead with 2:19 left in the first half.
Kansas finished the half on a 9-3
run that USD was unable to bridge.
They came out strong in the sec
ond half," sophomore center Rocco
Raffosaid. "We played them tough
after that, but we were unable to
make it up."
Senior guard Doug Harris USD
with 21 points, and junior forward
Sean Flannery had 16 points to go
with his 12 rebounds.
Crowd size was a big surprise
for the Toreros. Allen Fieldhouse
in Lawrence was sold out for the
game with over 16,000 in atten
dance. "It was a great environ
ment for basketball," said sopho
more forward Brian Bruso. "It
was not a hostile crowd, they just
wanted to see good basketball."
The Toreros played good bas
ketball, witha pesky matchup zone
that limited the Jayhawks to 44
percent field goal percentage and
2-for-11 shooting from three point
range in the first half. USD also
had the overall rebounding advan
tage, 41-36, over a team that fea
tured starters at 7-foot-2,6-11 and
6-10.

Junior David Fizdale
ctnpe for- tb p hinnk

It was a good experience to play
against this caliber of competition,"
said Fizdale. "It was a testI thought
we passed."
The game was Brad Holland's

Senior volleyball player Jennifer
Wrightson was named the 1994
West Coast Conference Player of
the Year. Wrightson has been a
major factor in leading the Toreros
to a 21-9 record, and in receiving
their second straight NCAA tourna
ment bid. Congratulations, Jenni
fer, for being this week's Pizza Hut
Athlete of the Week.

rigntspn
debut as head coach of the Toreros.
Although the game was a loss, such
is not the case for the team under its
new leadership. "The transition
[from coaches] has been smooth,"
Fizdale said. "And if we play like
we did against Kansas, we will win
games."
It would be nice to see
such a crowd for our game this
weekend," added Bruso, referring
to Saturday night's contest versus
the University of Notre Dame. The
game is held at the San Diego Sports
Arena. Tickets may be purchased
at the UC ticket office or at any
ticket master location.

§

Senior Doug Harris goes for steal in
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THE USD INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL
invites all interested men
to participate in formal rush.
FEBRUARY 6-17, 1995
*A new fraternity will colonize this
spring
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IM distinctions

Flag football playoffs

Da Boys, 'Hawaain' win titles. The Vail to play The
Shaw for A league championship
This past weekend saw two champions
crowned as the best in IM Flag Football, as
Da Boys won the B league final and Stuff
and a Bald Hawaiian won the women's
league contest.
First off, Da Boys played flawless de
fense and were able to score twice to beat the
Sea Dogs, 13-0. Quarterback Eric Welton
was tough under pressure and completed
touchdown passes to Yuri Simpson and
Dennis Beck after converting enough plays
to march down the field. The Sea Dogs for
their part played well but couldn't put to
gether enough plays to keep their drives
alive and put points on the board.
Having to play two games in one day,
Stuff and a Bald Hawaiian overcame both
Pinay Poi and the sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
to win the championship t-shirts.
In the semifinal game, Stuff and Pinay
Poi scored more points than in all the previ
ous women's league games combined, but in
the end it was Stuff who prevailed. 25-13.
In the first half it looked as though Pinay
Poi would take this game and move on with
Eleanor Edraisa scamperingtwicefortouchdowns, first on a 70-yard, one-play drive on
their first possession; Then on the nextdrive
with a short 10-yard gain into the end zone
off a double reverse. In addition, Pinay Poi
used some trick plays, including the famous
"Statue of Liberty" to create big gaps in the
line and allow for good gains down the field.
But Stuff has some tricks of their own, as
they put together a two-play drive capped by
a 60-yard touchdown run by Melanie Wall
and then followed it up with a 40-yard
touchdown run by Chantel Arroyo. Wall
then lived up to her last name on the defen
sive side of theball, intercepting a Pinay Poi
pass and running it back 15 yards for the
score.
The final stanza saw a strong defensive
battle with Susie Callahan playing good
defensive ball and sacking the Pinay Poi
quarterback once and pressing the back field
to move the football or lose yardage. For
their part, Pinay Poi had Callahan's oppo
site number, Jan Romero, who pressured
Wall and intercepted one of her passes while
knocking down two others. In theend, Stuff
and a Bald Hawaiian prevailed, and on a
five-yard touchdown from Wall to Arroyo
put this one out of reach and sent Stuff into
the finals.
Later in the day, Stuff, with Arroyo
injured and some of the other team members
banged up a bit, put together two halves of
solid football as they defeated Alpha Delta
Pi 12-0 before a capacity sideline crowd. In

the end it was all Wall asshe ran 60 yards for
the first six points off an interception mid
way through the first 20 minutes. In the
second half, Wall intercepted another ADPi
pass and then three plays later, when it
looked as though Stuff and a Bald Hawai
ian was running out of steam, ran 80 yards
through the stunned Alpha Delta Pi back
field for the insurance touchdown.
As the sun set in the west, the white IM
championship t-shirts and photos belonged
to the exhausted but excited women who
make up Stuff, with the Bald Hawaiian
beaming from ear to ear with his first coach
ing championship.
In the men's A league, quarterfinals and
semifinals, played on Friday and Saturday
were a lot closer than the odds makers had
planned. The Vail received the dubious
honor of playing twice since it bested Team
Natural Light 46-0 on Friday afternoon.
On the first set of downs, the Vail's
offensive line broke down, allowing Steve
Mitchell to sack Mo Chavez. With that
wake up call, the Vail tightened up its line
and proceeded to move the ball down field.
The first touchdown was a pass from Chavez
to the game's M.V.P., Noah Stanley', who
caught it in the end zone. The second score
was another from Chavez, this time to Lucas
Hahn, who was streaking down the field,
didn't lose a stride and was off to the races.
To round off the first half, Stanley picked off
an Andy Herold pass and ran it in for six.
The second half saw a quarterback change
as Frank Knafelz substituted for Chavez,
and in carbon copy style, passed to Stanley
for two touchdowns from 20 yards out on
successive drives. The final score came on
a pitch from Knafelz to Carv Duckworth,
who threw a strike to Hahn to cap the
scoring.
With that, the Vail made it into the
semifinal game played on Saturday after
noon against Air Cory et al. In this barn
burner, both teams traded scores until the
end ofthe game, with the Vail scoring to win
this one 25-19. The scoring started right
from the opening play as Air Cory et al's
quarterback, Eric Prior, threw a 40-yard
pass to Adam Lensin who took it the other
30 yards into the end zone. Next it was the
Vail's turn, and in capping off a long drive,
Chavez slipped a one-yard pass to Duckworth
for six. Later on in the half, Chavez again

passed to Duckworth, this time from 10
yards out. Air Cory et al finished off the
first half scoring with another Priorto Lensin
hook up, another 40 yarder, and with the one
point conversion, had Air Cory leading 1312 going into halftime.
The second twenty minutes saw a real
battle taking shape with each team stiffen
ing up on defense, with Vail corneiback
Anthony Lindsay and Air Cory's Lensin
hauling in interceptions. In addition, Sean
Edwards of Air Cory registered the game's
only sack. In scoring, Air Cory again shuck
first, with another bullet from Prior, this
time to Pete Zemoski. The Vail answered
with a Chavez to Stanley 10-yarder into pay
dirt and then on the last drive, with twenty
seconds left, Chavez again found Stanley in
the end zone with a five-yard strike to end
the scoring and seal the victory for the Vail,
sending them into the finals.
The other semifinal match-up saw an
other close battle between The Shaw and the
Rug Munchers, and when the dust settled,
The Shaw was heading for the finals on a
12-7 win.
The first half looked good for The Shaw,
as Brady Clark hit Dave Romero with a tenyard touchdown strike. The rest of the half,
the rest of the game for that matter, was all
defense as six different Rug Munchers reg
istered sacks, including two by Mike
Campbell and Chad Putnam, along with one
each by Jeff Meehan, Thomas Spittler, Joe
Borsner and Mark Huarte. The Shaw also
penetrated the offensive line well, with Ryan
Hovey getting three sacks, along with Jake
Slania and Larry Williams each registering
one.
The difference in this game ended up
being five points as the Rug Munchers used
a five-play, 70-yard drive, with Shawn
"Spike" McEachern finishing it off with a
20 yard pass to Pat Dawson, whoalso scored
the one point conversion.
With the score 7-6 in favor of the Rug
Munchers, The Shaw had its work cut out
for it, but two key fourth down conversions
kept their final drive alive and lead to a
twenty-yard score from Clark to Matt
Kuseski. The Shaw gained the victory and
propelled themselves into the finals against
The Vail, a game to be played Tuesday,
December 6at 2:30 p.m., a game destined to
be one of the best match-ups ever.

Championship odds
Favorite
The Shaw

Points
4

Underdog
The Vail

Co-rec softball all-stars

Synchronized
swim club
practices Mondays,
7 p.m. at pool. All
newcomers welcome.

First Team
Men
Sean Parks
Zak Longaker
Jerry Watson
Frank Knafelz
Bill Homan

Second Team
Men
Mo Chavez
Mark Clatton
Chris Aparicio
Joe Brosnan

Women
Allison Worden
Malia Andagan
Cari Blackmore
Jen Levey

Women
Heather Watson
Kim Johnson
Nicole Newton
Makenzie Nichols

Over/Under
27 1/2

best of November 14-27
CO-REC SOCCER
Game: Durazno Goats vs. Hrzina
Team: Delta Sigma Pi
Male Player:
Steve Freelander
Female Player: Kristen Saluato
MEN'S (A) FOOTBALL
Game: The Shaw vs. Rug Munchers
Team: Air Coty et. al.
Player: Noah Stanley
MEN'S (B) FOOTBALL
Game: Da Boys vs. Sea Dogs
Team: Da Boys
Player: Erik Welton
WOMEN'S FOOTBALL
Game: Pinay Poi vs. Stuff and a Bald
Hawaiin
Team: Stuff and a Bald Hawaiin
Player: Chantel Arroyo
CO-REC B-BALL
Game: Team A vs. The Reckoning
Team: The Reckoning
Male Player:
Cary Duckworth
Female Player: GretchenLees
MEN'S SINGLES TENNIS
Match: Harish Praba vs. Paul Van
Acker
Player: Klaus Gothardt
WOMEN'S SINGLES TENNK

Match: Julie Shepherd vs. Amy
Hughes
Player. Jill Davenport
WOMENS DOUBLES TENNIS
Match: Aces vs. Julia and Alethia
Team: Aces
Player: Julie Watters

Subway IM
game of the
week
Date: Sunday, Dec. 4
Time: 3 p.m.
Sport: Co-rec Soccer
Match-up: Championship Game
The final party platter from the Subway
on Morena Boulevard to be awarded this
semester will certainly have to be earned.
When the co-rec soccer playoffs begin Sat
urday, there will be 12 teams trying for the
championship. By 3 p.m. on Sunday, only
two will remain to play for the title. To the
winner goes the spoils: The championship,
the shirts, and the food.
It should be pointed out that the football
championship game between The Vail and
The Shaw (this week'sgame of the century)
was considered for the Subway IM Game of
the Week, but was not chosen due to the
incredibly poor sportsmanship displayed by
both teams throughout the season, espe
cially in the semifinal games.
Last week, The Reckoning took home
the food and the co-rec basketball champi
onship with a 71-62 victory over Team A.
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Tennis

Co-rec speed soccer

Season ends with a few surprises Regular season comes to a close
The co-rec soccer regular season came to
a close with a couple of surprises and a
couple of non surprises.
Surprise number one: A new freshman
squad is still unbeaten. Frequenting Aro
mas continued their streak against theRub
ber Ducks. This victory was a little easier
since the Rubber Ducks only had two male
players. That didn't stop Frequenting Aro
mas from winning when Rubber Ducks
surrendered.
The next big surprise is Delta Sigma Pi.
First it is a surprise to see this squad unde
feated. The next surprise is to see coach
Noah "Lou Holtz" Stanley hasn't bust a
blood vessel yet (relax!). For all of his
antics, Stanley did not carry his team (when
does he ever?). It was Kristen Saluato scor
ing three goals for six points. Delta Sigma
Pi survived a memory lapse by Ryan "the
Wall" Pietranton (letting a goal get past him
in the start of the game), and beat the
Cherry Pickers 6-5.
Now the non-surprises. First of all, the
Free Agents have notwon a game yet. They

were without a goalie (bad back) but still
were competitive against (wait, that is a
surprise!) unbeaten Grateful Delts. The
Delts lead by Ben "I got a Christian Laettner
haircut" Mendoza scored two goals to keep
his consecutive game goal-scoring streak
alive and beat Free Agents 5-3.
The second non-surprise is the way 21st
Amendment F.C. is disposing with all of
the competition. Besides the tie they had in
the first match (they only had five players),
they have dominated the field. They
outscored their opponents in the last two
games by a combined 19-0. The only reason
it wasn't more was because they won the
first game by forfeit. This week they beat the
Briefers, 19-0, because the Briefers were
also a man down.
The Peach-Chivas team, alias Durazno
Goats, played Hrzina. This battle was close
since Durazno Goats neglected to pass the
ball to their females. Still their talent edged
out Hrzina 3-2.
In the boring game of the week, Miller
totally dominated the No Names, 11-1.

Playoff preview: the latest line
Odds
2-1
3-1
3-1
7-2
5-1
8-1
8-1
12-1
20-1
25-1
50-1
99-1

Team
Duranzo Goats
Grateful Delts
21st Amendment
Delta Sigma Pi
Miller
Hrzina
Cherry Pickers
Frequenting Aromas
Rubber Duck
No Names
Briefers
Free Agents

Comment
No. 1 but not winning big
Are they really this good?
Looking for revenge
Another chance to be the best 'Delts'
Hasn't been Ben's year
Have the talent to surprise
Lost two close ones to unbeaten teams
Stick around for cup of coffee
Do they have enough players?
Team of the future
Won't survive Saturday's play
A bye for the opposition

Men's Softball all-stars
First Team
P Herman Chavez
C Dimitri Moutzouris
IF Sean Parks
IF Dustin Engle
IFMark Huarte
IFRyan Brach
OFJosh Stepner
OFJim Beck
OFJeff Pillar
OF Ryan Sweeny
DHFrank Knafelz
DHGreg Sundberg
Second Team
P Mario Aguirre
Joe Costa
IFIFPat Costello
IF Jason Stein
OFShawn McEachem
OFChris Aparicio
OF Brendan Hayes

1st Annual Chavez Awards
Minor League Player of the Year... Josh Stepner
Cy Young.
Herman Chavez
Charlie Hustle Award
Ryan Sweeny
Worst Dressed
Steve Watts and
Brendan Hayes
AT&T Longest HR Award
Josh Stepner
Charlie Hough Award (oldest)
Rick Salazar
Barnum and Bailey Circus
Mo Chavez
Scorekeeper of the Year
Andrea Marino
Best Unknowns
Dustin Engle, Pat
Costello
Umpire of the Year
Greg Johnson
Frequent Flyer Award
Brad Miller
Betty Ford Clinic Award
Sigma Pi
Planter's Peanut Spokesman
Frank Knafelz
Bob Uecker Award
Phi Kappa Theta

Co-rec basketball

Reckoning is
real 'A' team
The finals of the co-rec basketball
season witnessed The Reckoning defeat
Team A, 71-62. The Reckoning had too
many weapons in the final five minutes of
the game and were able to pull away from
Team A.
Cary Duckworth of The Reckoning and
Toure Knighton of Team A battled each
other all night long, scoring 29 points and
28 points respectively. The Reckoning got
some key baskets from Gretchen Lees to
secure the victory. Anthony Lindsey of The
Reckoning had a great overall game scor
ing 14 points and playing tough defense.

All-stars
First Team
Cary Duckworth
Anthony Lindsey
Toure Knighton
Gretchen Lees
Christie O'Connell
Second Team
Gary Whitfield
Mike Cairns
Brian Hearn
Kristi Bynes
Nicole Laperis

The week of November 21 marked the
end of regular season play for IM single's
tennis. Some great matches were played
sending the best to the playoffs this week.
First off, in the women's A league, both
matches ended in two sets. Jill Davenport
barely managed to pull off the first set
against Rohanee Zapanta, but broke her at
the tie break to win, 7-6. The second set was
a bit easier for her as she quickly put away
Zapanta, 6-3.
Julia Farsadi didn't face competition
quite as tough against Alethia Bapis. Bapis
fought hard in the first set, losing only by
two games. But in the second set, Bapis just
quit trying, and walked away scoreless, as
Farsadi took the second set 6-0, and the
match.
In women's B league, longer matches
were played, and for Chiung-Wei Hsu, it
was a good thing. Hsu lost her first set
against Susan Mauricio, 6-3. But in the
second set, she pushed harder, splitting sets,
6-4. The third set was neck and neck until
Hsu pulled off a tie break to win the set and
match. Great tennis, ladies.
The second match of the league was
barely that. Valerie Millard easily crushed
Cathy Myrick, 6-1,6-2, sending Myrickto
last place, and herself to first.
The final match of the women's league
was between Julie Shepherd and Amy
Hughes. Shepherd just crushed Hughes in
the first set, 6-1. But, then they traded the
enjoyment of defeat. Hughes came back in
the second set to crush Shepherd, 6-2. And
although the pressure was on to win the
third set, Hughes lost her momentum, and
the match, as Shepherd defeated her 6-3.
In the men's division a tough match was
played between Harish Praba and Paul
Van Acker. Praba barely walked away in
both sets as the winner, but did so, leaving
Van Acker defeated, 7-5,7-6. It was great
competition and playing by both guys.
For Michael Dunn and Denis MartinMonty, games were pretty evenly divided
between the two. Dunn got slaughtered by

Martin-Monty in the first set, 6-2. But he
came back to whip Martin-Monty, 6-3, in
the second. And just when you thought the
third set would be close, Dunn couldn't keep
up anymore and gave away a win of 6-3 for
Martin-Monty.
The match between Jeff Haug and Matt
Simon wasn't as tough to hang on to for
Haug. He blew Simon away 6-2 in the first
set. And although Simon fought back hard,
it wasn't hard enough to beat Haug. Simon
lost the second set, 6-4.
The last two matches of the season were
both blow-outs. Laurent Lesaigle didn't
have a prayer when he played Kris Alandi.
Alandi just slaughtered Lesaigle in two sets,
6-1, 6-1.
And the match between Klaus Gothardt
andPaulNiebischwasequallysad. Gothardt
blew Niebisch away in the first set, 6-0. And
although Niebisch didn't go down scoreless,
he didn't have much ofa chance either, as he
got crushed, 6-2, in the final set.

Aces take
doubles title
The women's doubles tennis finals
didn't figure to be much of a contest.
After all, the first time these teams met,
the Afces absolutely humiliaicd Julia
and Alethia 18-4. This time, however,
Julia Farsadiiftd Alethia Bapis came to
play.
||j The teams split the singles sets, each
team takingone 6-3. This left the cham
pionship to be won in doubles, and this
set could not have been closer. Each
team won six games. Then Julie Watters
and Kelly Kreisleshowed why they were
undefeated and top ranked as they took
the tie breaker and the Aces won the title
16-15.

Singles playoff preview: the latest line
Men's League
Plaver
Juan Dekruyff
Klaus Gothardt
Zoltan Gardality
JeffHaug
Steve Staninger
Denis Martin-Monty
Harish Praba
Kris Alandi
Laurent Lesaigle
Michael Dunn
Matt Simon
Paul Van Acker
Paul Niebisch

Odds
6-5
7-5
3-1
4-1
6-1
8-1
10-1
15-1
15-1
25-1
50-1
50-1
65-1

Comment
Yet to lose a set, singles or doubles
The one to beat
Could see doubles' partner in finals
Still unbeaten
Could reach the semifinals
Has a good long shot chance
A cut below the best
Got bageled by Gothardt
Capable of a win or two
Best match was his first match
Veteran is winless
Has played competitive matches
Praba should take care of him

Odds
4-5
2-1
7-2
6-1
10-1

Comment
Looks unbeatable
Should reach the finals
Only loss was to Davenport
Capable of opening round win
Competition is tougher in the singles league

Odds
Even
7-5
7-2
6-1
10-1
20-1

Comment
Yet to lose a set
Dangerous when healthy
Only lost once
Eliminated by her roommate?
Only win was by default
Looking for first victory

Women's A-League
Plaver
Jill Davenport
Rohanee Zapanta
Julia Farsadi
Natalie Spruill
Alethia Bapis
Women's B-League
Plaver
Valerie Millard
Chung-Wei Hsu
Julie Shepherd
Amy Hughes
Susan Maricio
Cathy Myrick
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A t $8,395, y o u 11 h ave
p l e n t y of m o n e y l e f t f o r g a s
At 44 mpg/city,
you might not need it.

§
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T k e n e w e s t G e o . JS\.et r o , f r o m $8>595*
Metro Coupe gets an E P A est. M . P G of 4 4 in the city and 4 9 on the highway.
• A warranty covers JMetro from one end to the next.
A nd that s with no deductible. . • zero. . . none whatsoever/•
• JVLetro comes with first-time huyer assistance. •
• G e t to know the newest G e o . JVLetro. A t your C h e v r o l e t / G e o dealer s.•
• Want to know more? Give us a call.
G E T

T

O

1 - S O O - G e t - 2 ~ K n o .•

K N O W

met ro
*Up

\ 0 $600 down

.p. of Metro LSi Coupe a* ,«hown.

*$8,695 M.S. R

M S R.P include* dealer pep and destination charge Tax, license and optional etfuiptient additional. fSee your dealer (or terms of this limited warranty.

payment as*wt*»we lot jp.dificd first-time new car buyers financing with GMAG. Chevrolet and Geo are registered trademarks ami Metro is a trademark of the GM Corp. @1994 GM Corp All Right* Reserved. Buckle up. America! )

Sports • 23

24 • Classifieds

CLASSIFIEDS
We guarantee a response or you get one
e^tra wee^... JI^E'E!

ONLY 1 ISSUE LEFT THIS
SEMESTER!
DON'T WAIT UNTIL THE
. LAST MINUTE.
fSiS
PLACE YOUR AD NOW!
•IBM

GREEKS

Types of Classifieds:
Personals
For Sale
Rentals/Roommates
Employment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
Greeks

FOR SALE

FOR SALE- Technics receiver and
JBL speakers. 190 watts, paramet
ric equalizer, 24 radio presets. I
have receipts & manuals. Bryan
222-1773 $280 OBO.

ROLLER HOCKEY PLAYERSor teams for league or pick-up.
Monday & Tuesdays. Nite leagues
now forming. Call Jim or Richard
@474-1000.

SERVICES

TYPING/EDITING/
TUTORING- English teacher and
editor will make your work look
great! 224-8060.

FOR SALE- 35" Mitsubishi TV
with stand, has picture in picture. 1
year old, must sell! Buy this TV!
$1000/Best. 298-7692. Terry

WORD PROCESSING-Reasonable rates. Laser printer. Call 7929690.

AIRLINE TICKET- Roundtrip
L.A. to Honolulu. Leave Dec 15/
Return Jan. 9th. $250 or best offer.
488-3329

2BD/2BA- in North Mission/P.B.
area. Call 488-8731. Avail. Now.
ROOM FOR RENTFor Intersession. CHEAP! Private
bedroom at the beach. So Mission.
Laundry & Garage! Beautiful.
Please call. Available NOW! 4882098
ROOMATE WANTED- Seeking
responsible, easy going, nonsmoker to share large- 4 bdrm, 2 1/2
bath, tri-level townhome in Fashion
Hills, with 3 fun & responsible
girls. $350/mo. + 1/4 utilities for
own large room, wash/dry, garage,
pool/tennis. Safe and quiet neigh
borhood. Avail. 1/1/95. Call for
more details! 541-2772.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WANTED
BEST BUDDIES- It's not too late!
Develop a friendship with a men
tally challanged person. Pick up an
application in the community
service office.

PERSONALS

4 BR/ 2 1/2 BA- 2000 sq. ft. house
tri-level. 2 car garage, hard wood
floors, 2 wood decks and a patio in
the backyard. Avail Nov. 1. $1500/
month. First, last, security deposit.
James 223-8065.
FEMALE ROOMATE Feb 95.
Privat ' edroom bath. Non-smok
ing. l ui.usi ed. Near USD. Call
683-3944

Costs: (20% off w/student ID)
125 characters, 1 week — $7; 2 weeks — $10
each additional 20 characters — $2
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
• All classifieds due by 5 p.m., Friday prior to print
• Purchase at UC ticket window or call 260-4714
• Late submissions subject to 40% service charge

FOR SALE-2BR/2BA Luxurious
and spacious condo- south golf
course view-10 min. walk to USD.
$219,800. Call 299 6654 after 6
PM.

ADVERTISE YOUR EVENTS PRINTER- Panasonic 24 Pin
the VISTA gives special rates for on
Multimode printer, great font
campus organizations...like you!
selection, cables included. Excel
lent condition. Paid $400-Sell for
$150/OBO. Must see. call x7729
SAY IT WITH LOVE The Vista
LAP TOP-word processing com
Classifieds-She'll know you meant
puter. Brother notebook work
it.
organizer. Excellent condition. Paid
$450-Sell $150/OBO. Must see.
Call x7729
TYPING- Perfectionist Typing
GET YOUR VISTA SUBSCRIP
Service Reports/resumes/theses
TIONS- Call the Vista at x4714.
Espanol tambien expert editing.
MTN. BIKE- 1991 Gary Fisher
Hillcrest (near UCSD Hospital)
ProCaliber 18". $550.00. 488-9839.
John 297-8743.

Rental & Roommate
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FOR SALE- Fax $150, Nintendo
$50, CD AM/FM bookshelf stereo
$150, 27" TV $225, Best offer
takes!-All must go!. 291-1763.

EMPLOYMENT
$$$- Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Countey Living
Shoppers, Dept. J27, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727
ADVERTISING REPS- The
VISTA is looking for people with
good communication skills to sell
advertising space. Commission.
Call 260-4714 or come into UC
114. Experience the real world.
MODELS- experienced or not.
Fashion, photo, video. Part time
work. Good pay. 284-5095.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK- Make up to $2000$4000+/mo. teaching basic conver
sational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many
employers provide room & board +
other benefits. No teaching back
ground or Asian languages re
quired. For more information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext J59791.

FAST FUNRAISER- Raise $500 in
5 days- Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated individuals. Fast, Simple,
Easy - No financial obligation. (800)
775-3851 EXT. 33.
HELP WANTED- Need 8 mm
tapes converted to VHS. Price Neg.
Gwen 720-1304.
STUDENTS- Over 120 American
manufacturers need you to assemble
products at home. Circuit boards,
jewelry, holiday decorations, etc.
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part
time/full time. Experience unneces
sary/will train. You're paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C.

!!!!-Alex London, Chess Master,
invites you to the La Jolla Chess
Club which meets on Wedensday
evenings at 6:00. Currently the
meeting place is the Firehouse, on
the corner of Wall Street and
Herschel Ave., one block from the
La Jolla Post Office. If you enjoy
chess, you are invited to join us to
play or to watch. Alex London also
offers lessons, etc. For more infor
mation on Chess Club or lessons,
please call 453-3248.
NEED QUIET?- for finals? plus
free tutoring, coffee, and hot choco
late? A community service pro
vided for students in need. For more
info. Call 697-5800.
**MEXICO SPRING BREAK**
Biggest Parties * Best Prices
Earn FREE TRIPS/CASH
755-8822 or 800 798 1509
CONGRATULATIONS- Gamma
Phi Beta New Pledges!
Amy Bistline, Andrea Callen,
Chrissy Measley, Jen Ross, Sarah
Thompson.

HELP WANTED

MM

Part-time and on-call valet positions available
at downtown and La Jolla area luxury hotels!
Earn great tips and work in a fun environment!
If you are friendly, reliable, have a good driving record,
and great customer service skills, apply in person:
Mon. - Thurs.: 8am - 12pm
ACE PARKING HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICE
1452 SEVENTH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(Between Ash & Beech)

p a r k i n g

I
©

CHEAP FLIGHTS:
Fly standby.
It's like camping out for concerts,
but the people bathe.
Buy your tickets in August.
That's when airfares are lowest.
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal.
•)-

Look into courier flights.
Ask what you'll be delivering. So you
don't end up in aThird World prison.
Organize a charter.
Bring your friends. If you have none,
classmates and relatives will do.

•)-

Get a Citibank Classic card.
You'll get discounts off domestic and
international" flights.
"Get an ISE International Student I.D. card to qualify for international
flights and other travel related savings.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK.
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'Fair Play' at Founders

Viva La Vida
Last week Pearl Jam's
latest album, Vitalogy,
was released exclusively
on vinyl. Their third
effort is a study, critique
and celebration of life.
Did the band, whose
first two albums are now
multiplatinum, succumb
to major label pressure?

see page D

Cultural Active
"Fusion"
Members of Arrested
Development performed
in UC Forum AB to a
capacity crowd earlier
this month. The perfor
mance piece, "Fusion,"
succeeded in bringing
cultural awareness to
USD. Outlook Art Direc
tor Joey Santos critiques
the multimedia celebra
tion sponsored by AS
Cultural Arts.

see page E
The Choice of a New
Generation
Sci-Fi aficinado Matt
Morgan boldly goes
where no one has gone
before to find out
whether "Star Trek:
Generations" is worthy
of the interplanetary
praise it has been receiv
ing.

see page F
Bedknobs and Blood
suckers
Tom Cruise and Brad
Pitt star in "Interview
With the Vampire," Neil
Jordan's screen version
of the Anne Rice novel.
Should Jordan's latest
film be subtitled
"Transylvania 90210?"

see page F

Professor Duncan McCosker captures the excitement of the Dei Mar Fair midway in his work "Fair Play'
Fair Play: Recent Photographs
by Duncan McCosker
Founders Gallery
O n exhibit until D e c e m b e r 1 6
Free admission

Joey Santos
Outlook Art Director
The county fair has traditionally been the
bread and butter of America's favorite pas
times. Every part of the nation, rural and
urban, has his own unique spin on the hal
lowed event.
Professional photographer and USD pro
fessor Duncan McCosker has been attending
the Del Mar Fair, San Diego county's own
high profileattraction, religiously since 1978.
Over the years, McCosker has photographed
the gallery of faces, booths and amateur per
formances that make up Del Mar's annual
gathering.
Founders Gallery is currently displaying
25 of McCosker's most compelling photo
graphs in an exhibit titled, "Fair Play: Recent
Photographs by Duncan McCosker." The
images chosen for the piece, which will run
until December 16, are portraits of juxta
posed cultures — a pictorial essay capturing
the diverse ethnicities and their philosophies

that come together at Del Mar every year.
"[The fair] attracts people of all ages, races
and occupations," McCosker said in the ex
hibit program. "It offers a more representa
tive cross-section of American culture, all
elbow-to-elbow and experiencing the same
attractions."
McCosker has the wonderful ability to
capture both light and dark. His eye for con
trast is amazing and is reflected in each of the
photographs selected for the exhibit.
On the surface, McCosker's photographs
are merely a visual record, nothing but a
panorama of moments in a variety of
fairgoers' lives. But the images in "Fair Play"
also seem to operate on a second level, pho
tographically portraying class struggle, sexu
ality and political domination in the most
surreptitious of ways.
In "Fairgoers, Avenue of the Palms,"
McCosker has captured an especially strik
ing image. A mother holding hands with her
two children are bathed in sunlight, smiling
yet looking immediately to the left. The right
side of the picture features an African-Ameri
can man, dressed completely in black, walk
ing in the opposite direction of the white
family. The young man is drenched in shad
ows and appears to be in a hurry.
"Participants in 'Father-Son Look Alike
Contest' at the Community Stage" is a hu
morous work, charming in itscomposition. A
man holds his infant son who is dressed
exactly like him, in baggy cotton pants and a

tight T-shirt. Both father and son are sporting
cool 'dos, their blonde hair spiked up in
typical Southern California fashion.
The picture can be interpreted as either
tragic or a triumphant.The age lines under the
man's eyes and his well-worn look suggest a
hard life full of regret. To think the man's
infant son, dressed exactly like his father,
would be doomed to follow in the failed
footsteps of his father is nothing short of sad.
But the picture could also be interpreted as
a celebration of family and the love a father
has for his son. The fact that the baby is
dressed like dear old dad is a rite of imitation
— the assertion of the love and support a man
can give his son. Here again, McCosker's
talent for contrast manifests. It would be fair
to say McCosker might have recognized these
readings after the picture was developed.
McCosker's exhibit is compelling, but one
must be careful when trying to interpret the
"messages" of each of the pictures. Although
the photographs lend themselves well to a
myriad different readings, it may be unfair to
the artist if the audience imposes its own
interpretation on the McCosker works, thereby
construing the aesthetic work of the artist.
But that is the beauty of McCosker's "Fair
Play" — it invites the audience to experience
and interpret. The art exhibit is truly compel
ling and succeeds in capturing the spirit of the
great American fair and the people who at
tend.

'Love and a .45' is no 'Pulp Fiction'
Mike Sarkissian
Staff Writer
Trying to unlock the door and enter into the realm of the "new
genre" of movies, Trimark Pictures presents "Love and a .45," a
predictable, fast-paced comedic journey through the contempo
rary American landscape of murder, media, music, controlled
substances and unbridled love — but they need a different key.
This "new genre" of movies, containing all of the above ele
ments, are somewhat fostered by Lawrence Bender and Quentin
Tarantino, the creators of "Reservoir Dogs" and "Pulp Fiction."
"Love and a .45" attempts to follow the same sort of movie style,
but the outcome is poor.
"Love and a .45" marks C.M. Talkington's first feature film
debut in both writing and directing. Talkington came to Los
Angeles from Rhode Island with the intention of making films, but
was distracted by an electric guitar. After forming the band Texas
Radio, and then the Furies, he was still involved in music writing
when the opportunity to do a movie came about.

"Love and a .45" takes place in the back country of eastern Texas.
Watty Watts, an ex-convict played by Gill Bellows, has an addiction for
robbing convenience stores. His one rule is to never rob a store with a
loaded weapon. Watts' intense love for his girlfriend, Starlene, played
by Renee Zellweger from "Dazed and Confused," causes him to buy her
a ring with borrowed money. Watts needs to replace the money and robs
a store with his jail bird friend Billy Mack, played by Rory Cochrane,
also from "Dazed and Confused." Due to the drug addiction of Mack,
the robbery fails, leaving the store clerk dead. This sparks off the
characters' devilish journey towards Mexico.
The storyline mirrors Oliver Stone's surreal creation, "Natural Born
Killers." Both movies involve a couple obsessively, in love with one
another, running away from the law, getting married, killing people,
taking drugs and looking at themselves through the eyes of the media.
But what Talkington and producer Darin Scott failed to do was develop
the storyline and characters' depth. The images cast upon the screen
were similar to "Natural Born Killers," but the impact was not profound.
It was like they took Oliver Stone's creation out of a Shrinki Dink box
and stuck it in the oven.
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Pearl Jam
Vitalogy
Epic
The mysticism that once surrounded Pearl
Jam is quietly fading away. Vitalogy, the
band's latest album, offers a decidedly more
human side of the group that catapulted "al
ternative" rock into the national limelight.
The pressure facing Pearl Jam to be ultrasuccessful is phenomenal. For a band that has
only been together three years, Pearl Jam has
managed to sell millions of copies of its first
two albums worldwide. Both Ten and Vs.
have become part of the contemporary rock
canon, causing fans and critics alike to label
the band, among other things, the next Beatles.
There is no doubt Epic Records is expect
ing platinum sales for Vitaogy in its first week
of release. Fans are expected be out in force
wanting to hear the same transcendental gui
tar outfit that wrote "Jeremy," "Alive" and
"Daughter."
But the group's third album doesn't de
liver that type of musical satisfaction. Instead
Pearl Jam continues to forge its own unique
identity, and doesn't pander to anybody's
expectations of what type of band it should
be.

The first single, "Spin the Black Circle,"
is a manifestation of this struggle for inde
pendence. The song, a tribute to the sheer
coolness of analog recordings, has been tagged
as the band's first "punk" song by critics and
that almighty music God MTV. Granted,
"Spin the Black Circle" is definitely more
rollicking and instinctual than "Blood' or
"Animal," the band's previous attempts at
sonic anarchy. But to call "Spin the Black
Circle" punk is wrong — the power chord
slug fest is way too calculated and carefully
executed to be slapped with the same label
that plagues Green Day and The Offspring.
"Tremor Christ" and "Nothingman" will
most likely raise more comparisons to the
Fab Four. "Tremor Christ" is a vocal tour de
force. Eddie Vedder's voice continues to
capture and captivate without fail. The song
plays like a long lost track from Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band and features the
meaty guitar work of Mike McCready and
Stone Gossard.
"Nothingman," written by bassist Jeff
Ament, is a perfect ballad that balances Pearl
Jam's light and dark facets to create a sonic
portrait akin to Lennon and McCartney's
"The Fool on the Hill." Again, Vedder's
vocals are unbelievably haunting while man
aging to remain real.

Musical experimentation and improvisa
tion are what make Vitalogy a real break
through work for Pearl Jam. "Pry, To" is a
sonic montage of horns, feedback and
backbeats that serves as an introduction to the
beautiful "Corduroy .""Bugs" featuresVedder
improvising vocally while playing, of all
instruments, an accordion. Aye Davinada
and "Hey, Foxymophandlemama That's Me"
showcase Pearl Jam's ability to, ahem, jam
that is so prevalent in the band's live shows.
"Satan's Bed" is a lean, mean rock ma
chine, stalking listeners with a threatening
riff and heart-stopping sing-along chorus.
Pearl Jam proves to out-Kiss Kiss and even
more amazingly, out-Kiss the Stone Temple
Pilots.
"Betterman," the best track on Vitalogy,
also happens to be the oldest song on the
album. Vedder used to perform "Betterman"
with his San Diego band, Bad Radio, back in
1990. But the recording on Vitalogy out
shines other versions that appear on Bad
Radio demos and Pearl Jam bootlegs. Inno
cence and experience meld within the pulse
of the song, creating an angst-filled confes
sional that becomes oddly optimistic. This is
Pearl Jam at its very best.
Pearl Jam takes off the musical gloves and
comes out punching throughout the album.

Brenden 'O Brien's production is surpris
ingly rough, stripping back the typical layers
of polish and gleam he coats on his other
work. The power inVitalogy' s rough-aroundthe-edges material like"Not For You" exists
because the production is so minimal. The
listener can hear the track's awkward three
chord repetition and ominous feedback in all
its chaotic glory.
Pearl Jam no longer delves into the musical
mysticism and magic that once seemed to be
the band's impetus. Vedder and company
now seem to be fighting to become real again
and not to fall into the trappings of major
label rock stardom. Vedder's screaming "This
is not for you, never was for you" is a definite
message to all those who expect Pearl Jam to
maintain their popularity by rewriting "Alive
as a hit single for each album.
Pearl Jam is developing true innovation,
and although from time to time they tend to
emulate the sound of the Who and Neil
Young's Crazy Horse, the band is definitely
creating a solid musical base of its very own.
Vitalogy will undoubtedly prove to be a vital
part of the band's history and is a definite
crossroads for the group which could prove to
be the greatest band of our generation.

— Joey Santos
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Cowboy legend John Spain rides the range in "Last Go Round'

Kesey explores the Wild
West in " Last Go Round"
Todd Moran
Outlook Editor

" Last Go Round" is the latest book written
by Ken Kesey. Ken Kesey is best known as
the author of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest."
Kesey attended the University of Oregon
and after graduating, received a Stegner fel
lowship from Stanford. "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest," his first novel, was pub
lished in 1964. His 1964 trip across America
in a converted International Harvester school
bus was described in Tom Wolfe's, "The
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test."
"Last Go Round" is a fictional re-creation
of the events surrounding the 1911 Pendleton
Roundup in Pendleton, Ore. The story fo
cuses on three cowboys competing for the
first world championship saddle.
Jonathan E. Lee Spain is a young cowpoke
from Tennessee. He is heading out to Oregon
to become a rodeo star. Along the way, he
encounters two other unlikely competitors;
George Fletcher, a legendary black cowboy,
and Jackson Sundown, a Nez Perce Indian
from Idaho.
Upon reaching Pendleton, these three be
come an inseparable group of friends. From
their meeting on the train to the awarding of
the first world championship saddle, Jonathan
receives an education in life that cannot be
learned in the classroom.
Sundown gives Jonathan the opportunity
to see the true Indian way of life. George, the
socializer of the group, helps introduce
Jonathan to the lifestyle and riches to be had
in the world of the rodeo.
Jonathan is also shown the harsher side of

reality after meeting William F. Cody, Buf
falo Bill. Buffalo Bill's Wild WestExtravaganza is in town to capitalize on all of the
folks coming to Pendleton for the champi
onship. The Extravaganza features wrestler
Frank Gotch. A large purse of money is
offered to any man who will dare enter the
ring and last for 10 minutes against Gotch.
Buffalo Bill and others figure it wouldn't
be decent for a black cowboy or an "Injun"
to win the much-coveted saddle. Buffalo
Bill and Gotch then try to "persuade" George
and Sundown to allow Jonathan to win.
Jonathan becomes witness to the discrimi
nation that his friends experience. The rest
of the story is filled with interesting adven
tures and problems that this group of friends
experiences.
The story is written as a recollection of
experiences, brought about after visiting the
present-day Pendleton Roundup.The narra
tor of the story begins the book by compar
ing the differences between the present day
Roundup and the one of 1911. This then
leads into Jonathan's firsthand account of
the events that led up to the shocking con
clusion of the 1911 Pendleton Roundup.
At different intervals throughout the book,
Kesey changes the perspective from past to
present, following events that are happening
to the narrator of the story. These may con
fuse the reader at first, but once the story
begins again, all confusion will likely be
forgotten.
Being unfamiliar with the Western genre,
I am unable to say how well this book
compares to other Western novels. I en
joyed the book. If you are a Kesey fan, or
looking for something different, I believe
you can't go wrong with this.

mm

NEXT WEEK:

"Fusion" fuses dance and sound
Joey Santos
Outlook Art Director

The idea of cultural awareness is nothing
new—our country was supposedly founded
on the belief that all men were created equal.
But our founding fathers' "American dream"
has proven to exclude vast groups of minori
ties since this nation's inception.
The African slave, bound in shackles and
chains, was never part of the "American
dream." The rich tribal heritageof Africa was
suppressed in the slaves by wealthy land
owners, a hostile new world and those in
political power.
But culture never dies and life prevails.
This was the message of "Fusion." a multi
media extravaganza, produced by members
of the critically acclaimed rap group, Ar
rested Development. Arrested Development's
choreographer Ajile starred, in the perfor
mance piece Tuesday, Nov, 15, in UC Forum
AB. A capacity crowd filled the Forum to
experience thesightsandsoundsof "Fusion."
"Art and entertainment should be used for
communication," Ajile said. "It takes a lot of
work. It means a lot of research and exploring
a lot of possibilities, and sometimes breaking
out of theater in a Westernized sense or a
Westernized society."
"Fusion" traced the history of African dance
in America, from the times of thedeparture of
the first slave ships to the current struggle in
suburban ghettos. The energy level of the
performanc e was high—fueled by the pulsedriving rhythms of a live drummer and re
corded music, the six dancers lit up the room
with vibrant intelligence and radiant move
ment.
The audience was held spellbound as Ajile
and company danced in traditional African
movements as well as more contemporary
styles. The Charleston, the Twist and Disco
were all a part of the rhythmic melting pot the
members of "Fusion" helped create.
"We use all variables — dancing the pri
mary art form — and interrelating that with
any other art form or any other vehicle to
present some form of positive communica
tion," Ajile said.
"Fusion" invited the audience to become
part of the spectacle. Midway through the

performance, the Forum was turned into a
dance club as the crowd was invited to
dance on stage to the music provided by the
"Fusion" DJ. The faces of those in atten
dance lit up with life as they became part of
the art piece, even though they weren't
fully aware of it.
This lack of awareness is ultimately what
"Fusion" is trying to remedy. A vast seg- /
ment of today's population is completely
oblivious to the impact African heritage
has had on the American psyche. In fact,
one of the major problems at USD is the
lack of compassion the student body has to
minority related issues. The voices of the
"minority" are quickly becoming the ma
jority in America, as the population of nonCaucasians becomes demographically
dominant.
By bringing "Fusion" on campup, the
Associated Students' Cultural Arts pro
gram lias taken an all-important step in
bridging cultural gaps on campus. Bryn
MacVicar and her staff of volunteers are to
be commended for their effort in providing
positive images of the African-American
community.
Now the challenge set forth by "Fusion"
is for the audience to follow through and
respect cultural diversity in its every day
life.
"One of the things I think is so wonderful
about ethnic differences is that every ethnic
group has something special tooffer," Ajile
said. "If we understand likenesses, and we
understand differences, then whatitdoes is
it brings us together as a whole and we see
ourselves more as human beings."
Finding one's cultural identity is an all
important aspect of growing up in Genera
tion X. The established "American dream"
has failed, and the youth of today have been
called to look inward to find'the answers.
"Fusion" isadocumentationofthis struggle,
and ultimately a celebration of mutual un
derstanding.
"I found a wealth of knowledge about
myself that I knew already, but I found out
again," Ajile said. "It is like a jewel I keep
polishing over and over again."
"In Africa, dancing and drumming were
interrelated. It was about life," Ajile said.
Ultimately, "Fusion" was about life, too.
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'Generations' a cinematic coup
Matt Morgan
Staff Writer
"It doesn' t take much to impress a Trekkie,"
remarked the large man sitting nearby.
Mention "Star Trek" to most people and
you will likely get one of two responses:
either passionate, fanatic praise for the many
series and their casts, or vehement, unre
strained verbal abuse. That a science fiction
series could inspire such a polarized lovehate relationship among otherwise rational
people is at the same time bizarre and amus
ing.
But regardless of one's personal feelings
toward "Star Trek," it remains that the latest
cinematic installment, the aptly titled "Gen
erations," is one of the best of the series thus
far. Itis both a respectable swan song for the
cast of the original series, as well as a remark
able cinematic debut for the cast of the more
recent "Next Generation" series. While I have
never been a real fan of either one, "Genera
tions" is — at the very least — very good
science fiction.
I am typically cynical about the "Star Trek"
phenomenon and its trappings, but in this
case I am willing to make a worthwhile
exception. A cynic would point out that "Gen
erations" is a box office coup, boasting the
talents of both the original cast and the newer
cast. Regardless of whether one favors the
original series or the "Next Generation" —
two groups which to my understanding typi
cally are violently dedicated to one series at
the expense of the other—there is something
here for everyone ... and guess what? The
formula works.
William Shatner reprises his role as James
Kirk, the aging captain of the starship Enter
prise. Kirk has long since retired by the time
this film gets underway, but he retains great
respect and has many admirers in the younger
ranks of Starfleet.
Also returning is Scotty (James Doohan);
the whereabouts of the remaining original
cast is unanswered, but they do not appear in
the film. Contrary to popular belief,"Genera
tions" does not suffer from the absence of
Leonard Nimoy, DeForrest Kelley or other
original "Star Trek" alumni.
On the other hand, the film marks the
cinematic debut of the "Next Generation"
cast, who will be featured in the future Star
Trek films. Patrick Stewart is Captain JeanLuc Picard, and is supported by Commander

The next 'Generation': (from left to right) Patrick Stewart, Jonathan Frakes, Michael Dorn and Marina Sirtis
Riker (Jonathan Frakes), Geordi LaForge
(LeVar Burton), the android navigator Mr.
Data (Brent Spiner) and the Klingon security
chief Lt. Worf (Michael Dorn). Whoopi
Goldberg also reprises her role as a psychic
channeler, and Marina Sirtis appears as the
ship psychologist, CounselorTroi. Given that
the "Next Generation" series supposedly takes
place years after Kirk's death, it is a bit odd
that the two captains should be in the same
film — but then, that's the whole point of
"Generations" ... to place new and old in a
situation where they will eventually meet.
Despite an unintentionally comical open
ing sequence reminiscient of an outtake from
the comedy "The Gods Must Be Crazy,"
"Generations" is otherwise engaging and
boasts great special effects thanks to the
wizards at George Lucas' Industrial Light
and Magic. The plot takes place somewhere
in the 24th century and centers around a
ribbon-like electromagnetic field called the

"Nexus" which moves through space and
destroys everything that passes near it —
planets, starships, etc. The Nexus also traps
things inside it, in a bizarre realm where
dreams come true and time has no meaning.
Perhaps predictably,there is the usual comple
ment of enemies who want to harness the
power of the Nexus to destroy the universe
(or something to that effect).
The basic premise is admittedly a bit tired,
but has been sufficiently retooled to make it
interesting. The film is aided immensely by
the attitude of the original cast members. It
would be easy to expect them to be lackluster
at best, since they have played the same roles
so often by this time, but in fact quite the
opposite is true. Perhaps because it is their
last gasp in these roles, Shatnerand Doohan
are particularly animated; there are many
jokes made about the characters' longevity in
their roles. The spirit of the film in general
seems liberated, at times almost becoming a

parody of itself — of the enormous legacy
that Star Trek has become.
The actors by now are comfortable in their
roles, and lend themselves to the big screen
quite well. Patrick Stewart has an almost
Sean Connery-like commanding presence
about him on the screen, a tendency that often
diminishes the presence of others by contrast.
There is a sense among some of the "Next
Generation" cast that they are only going
through the motions — they do not appear to
involve themselves greatly in the film and
come across as somewhat stiff when con
trasted with some of the more seasoned ac
tors. But given that the film marks the first
cinematic role for many of them, a case of
nerves is perhaps understandable under the
circumstances.
Yet despite this, "Generations" is engag
ing, managing to synthesize a competent plot

see GENERATIONS on page G

Cruise stays afloat and Pitt shines in 'Interview'
Dave "The Rave" Ainsworth
Staff Writer
When I went to see "Interview with the
Vampire," I wondered if Tom Cruise could
pull off a serious role. The vampire Lestat
seemed out of his league, and I honestly did
not think he had the depth to pull it off. I was
somewhat suprised.
Surprisingly enough, the movie did not
star Cruise, but instead was led by Brad Pitt,
who played the Cajun vampire, Louie. "In
terview With the Vamipre" is based on the
very popular Anne Rice novel that has been
embraced by her adoring readers.
The plot takes place in modern day San
Francisco. The interviewer, played by Cristian
Slater, becomes introged with the vampire
Louie. Quickly the scene changes to late
eighteenth century New Orleans, and stays
there for most of the movie. Cruise, who
portrays the infamous vampire Lestat, finds
Louie in a state of despair over the death of his
wife and child. He decides to offer Louie
immortality confined to the darkness of the
night, and Louie accepts. The rest of the
movie is the lifelong perils and consequence
of being a vampire.
Brad Pitt steals the show. His performance

was quite impressive. But then again he is the
lead role,and I would expect this. Pitt seemed
right at home in his role. He was delicate, in
touch with himself and very honest. He was
also wild, dangerous and violent as well.
With all this good mixture of emotion, I saw
his character as having the most depth and
direction. For example, at first he would not
kill humans, so he only ate animals, and Pitt,
the actor, seemed more than capable of mak
ing us believe that Louie did want it that way.
Cruise brings justice, depth, as well as
some style to the character Lestat. I cannot
help but want to see him saying something
like, "Goose, I'm going to make a flyby on
the tower." Maybe he is typecast into a
certain role, and if so, then Lestat indeed was
a stretch for him. But he was still witty, and
sarcastic, and I wanted to believe him in his
role. The long hair was a bit much however.
The movie is dealing with morality at a
very basic level — when are our actions are
wrong. Louie, who has become a vampire,
cannot bring himself to kill anyone. He is
trying to deal with the morality of right and
wrong, in human terms. The problem is he is
no longer human, and Lestat quickly points
out this fact. In truth Lestat believes human
morals no longer apply to inhuman vampires.

*

Tom Cruise and Brad Pitt in "Interview With a Vampire"
Louie is not so quick to agree. The audience
must decide where to put its' allegence.
In the end we are back in San Francisco and
it seems that all of Louie's story is in vain.
Slater wants to become a vampire. He did not
see the trouble with coming to grips with a
new morality and a whole new philisophical
outlook.

I enjoyed "Interview with the Vampire"
because of Pitt's performance. I thought
Cruise gave an interesting performance, but I
felt like anyone could have done it, and that
he really did not add much to the overall
finished product. Although the movie has a
few interesting subplots, the main topic of
morality is what to look for.
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Racism abounds on Planet of Da Apes
Da Lench Mob
Planet of Da Apes
Priority Records
Killing "honkeys," following the
Nation of Islam, committing armed
robberies of whites only and beat
ing down those same "devils" are
pretty much all the messages that
Planet of Da Apes, the new album
by Da Lench Mob, has to offer as a
solution for the seemingly intrac
table problems of the AfricanAmerican community and the
world.
Planet of Da Apes has all the
toxicity of plutonium, and matches
the combined efforts of the Ku Klux
Klan and the Aryan Nation in raw
hatred
intolerance of any white
person, or blacks who are not black
enough, or anybody else who
doesn't measure up. In this, I see
that Da Lench Mob will have a very
real cross-over effect. They'll be
able to sell Planet of Da Apes to
both the racist blacks and whites.
"We're not gangsta rappers,"said
T-Bone of Da Lench Mob. "We
stay away from degrading women
and the whole nine." Right, they
just degrade everybody else who
aren't as militant, as "black," as
strong as they unmistakably are, or
just about anyone who is not down
with them. And if you're white,
you probably are not welcome ei
ther way, since you're obviously all
devils, a la early Malcom X. You
all just don't know it yet, may Allah
have mercy on your soul.
Don't get me wrong, they do
have bitches in their myopic world
view of South-Central Los Ange
les, it's just that they are more lib
eral as to who is a candidatefor this
prestigious title. A bitch tends to be
anyone who is weaker than Da
Lench Mob themselves, which
might be an improvement for some,
though I don't know too many of
these "enlightened" folk.
"Armageddon is here," says TBone, "we' re just getting our people
prepared for it." This is said to be a
powerful statement from a man who
regarded the L.A. riots, excuse me,
uprising as a mere warm-up exer
cise. They have been called power
ful voices in rap since their debut in
1992 with Guerillas In Tha Mist,

O
which went gold, selling over
650,000 copies in its first four weeks
of release. Singles like "Freedom
Got An AK,"established thearticu
late nature of the neo-militant rap
band. They have also contributed
to soundtrack of the film "Menace
II Society," with not a little irony.
According to Da Lench Mob,
quite a few of us pigmentarily
advantaged folk are no more than
"Scared Lil' Nigga[s]" who aren't
nearly black enough like their bad
asses, and it turns out that we are
still in love with the idea of white
masters/white devils/whitey the al
mighty (whocares; they pretty much
use all these terms interchangeably)
and we can't wait to go back to the
plantation. I probably did exagger
ated what they said just there, but
not by much. The song itself has
some good, effective use of ele
ments of jazz improvisation, which
makes it too bad that it was used for

Craig Mack
Project: Funk Da World
Bad Boy Records
Never attempt to make a record after visiting
the dentist.
The principal trouble with Project: Funk Da
World is that it is difficult to understand the
lyrics. Craig Mack's vocal delivery (sort of a
cross between Shabba Ranks and Public Enemy' s
Chuck D) sounds as though he's got a mouth full
of Novocain, at least for two-thirds of the al
bum . In other genres this would not bea problem
as the music can often cover for the vocalist's
shortcomings, but as rap is so dependent on
vocal delivery the problem is all the more obvi
ous. It is too bad since whatever Craig Mack is
saying is evidently pretty important to him... he
rants and raves until he is presumably blue in the
face. He has an energetic style and enthusiasm
for his craft, but unfortunately a grating lack of
enunciation. If he persists in jumping off into
diatribe about the world or about his bad boy
image, it might help if people could compre
hend the message. This is a lesson that Craig
Mack has yet to learn.
Project: Funk Da World does manage to open

a are-you-black-nigga? rant.
"Chocolate City" is adventurous,
moveing to the beat of a nation
under a groove. But it is the twisted
nation of the Da Lench Mob. It's a
world where the "women don't act
like bitches," where it's "no joke,
you can't trust white folk," and all
the "white judges with fucked up
grudges" aren't allowed. Though
Da Lench Mob do make moves
towards increasing the peace in the
African-American community in
their lyrics, this is not the world
anyone working for better race rela
tions in the United States have spent
their lives for.
Sorry gang, but "Chocolate City
[is] for the black folks" and they
have big bouncers at the gate —black ones of course. I wonder
what Da Lench Mob has to say
about the Native American com
munity, or the Asian community or
even the Hispanic/Chicano com

in an interesting fashion; sound effects of bomb
detonation warnings and someone typing at a
computer convey the impression thatsomething
big is about to happen, an impression that is
enhanced when a voiceintones, "initiate Project
: Funk Da World." But this is an empty feeling
once the too-predictable bass lines on the album' s
opening track, "Project: Funk Da World," start
flowing, and at Craig Mack's muttered delivery
one wonders whether this is meant to be taken as
an elaborate joke.
Don't get me wrong, I have nothing against
rap music provided it's done well. But this one
is debatable; Craig Mack's admittedly improves
toward the end of the album (the Novocain
probably wore off) and becomes fairly smooth,
but it amounts to a case of "too little, too late."
By this time the listener has been weathering the
grossly overdubbed bass lines for upwards of
half an hour, and may not notice when things
improve (albeit marginally) on such tracks as
"Judgment Day," "Mainline" and "Real Raw."
Craig Mack's sound is not of the "gangsta"
school; you will not find any of the Hammond
organs or Funkadelic samples which have be
come so prevalent lately (i.e. Dr. Dre, Ice Cube
and countless others) here. You will not find any

munity being in "Chocolate City."
Some people might say that this is
an unfair comment, but it is a legiti
mate point. If you hate one group,
who's to say that you'll won't hate
others.
"Who is it?" is your basic mili
tant gangsta dream of wasting any
cop that crosses Da Lench Mob's
path, with the voice of a female
officer in a tense situation that has a
voice over by Da Lench Mob's TBone standing in as the officer's
armed opponent. It has all the re
deeming qualities of a drive-by
shooting.
I have really no problems with
the music on the album itself really,
in fact it is quite good — a very
lively mixed of styles and rhythms.
For an imitation of everything that
was done by all the more famous
gangsta rappers, starting with Ice
Cube, that is. The mixes are some
thing of a rehash of several west

references to gang-related activities either •
at least, not that it would be possible to decipher
them given the delivery problems. Craig Mack
fronts a sound that is reminiscient of Run DMC
and LL Cool J, or similar early '80s acts. Occa
sionally there is an evident Public Enemy ele
ment as well, but one which lacks the lyrical
finesse of that crew. While many rap groups these
days seem to be parroting one another's styles,
they at least manage, in most cases, to exercise
some discretion; they are not borrowing blindly
—they know whai sound they want and why they
want it. Craig Mack, however, doesn't use such
discretion in his sampling, the result being an
album in which the beats are not always a good
match for Mack's rhymes.
The problem lies mostly in the album's ambi
guity —Mack never makes it clear what he means
by "funk da world," but if it is anything like this
album, it would seem the world is in no imminent
danger! After all, it's probably hard to leave an
impression if nobody can understand you to
begin with. Mack makes a strong impression on
the album's cover art; he tries hard (and suc
ceeds) to look threatening, but that's about it.

— Matt Morgan

B

coast styles with not that many origi
nal or interesting things to say mu
sically. The beat for most of the
songs is a bit laid back, but it speeds
up for such tracks as "Chocolate
City," "Regulate," and "Da Cut
Throats."
I would like to remind these
"straight [up] street politicians" of a
couple of things: one, Malcom X
evolved — that was his greatness.
He was able to see that whites were
not "devils" because of the color of
their skin and that most whites don't
go to bed at night wishing ill on the
blackcommunity. Theymaynotbe
able to see the injustice that they
help to perpetuate, but that is only
because of ignorance.
Second, blacks are perfectly ca
pable of committing atrocities upon
their own race, without any guid
ance nor suggestions whatsoever
by "whitey the almighty."

— Reginald H. Fouche

•GENERATIONS
continued from page F
with slick special effects and strong
character development into a tight
package that rolls along smoothly
with relatively few "bumps" in the
production. It does not spread itself
thin, and does not fall into the toocommon cinematic trap of attempt
ing to keep a story running long
after it should have ended. "Gen
erations" knows what it is trying to
accomplish and does not engage in
worthless additions.
"Generations" is a worthy addi
tion to the "Star Trek" pantheon,
and in the final analysis ranks among
the best films yet produced in the
series. It is a worthwhile cinematic
introduction for the newer cast as
well as a fitting swan song for the
original cast.
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CONCERTS
THURSDAY
Fishbone and Soul: Belly Up
Tavern, 9 p.m., 143 South Cedros
Avenue, Solana Beach. 4818140.
The Nephews, Gern Blanston,
and Smile: Casbah, 9 p.m., 2501
Kettner Boulevard. 232-4355.
Quicksand, Orange Nine Milli
meter, and Unbroken: SOMA
Live, 8 p.m., 5305 Metro Street,
Bay Park. 239-SOMA.
Loreena McKennitt: La Paloma
Theatre, 8 p.m., 471 First Av
enue, Encinitas. 220-TIXS.
Zapp with Roger: Coach House
San Juan Capistrano,8 p,m.,
33157 Camino Capistrano. 220TIXS.

FRIDAY
Dick Dale and the Deltones and
the Closet Surfers: Belly Up
Tavern, 9:15 p.m., 143 South

Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 4818140.
Stanley Jordan: Coach House San
Diego, 8 p.m., 10475 San Diego
Road, Mission Valley. 563-0024.

SATURDAY
Helmet, Sick of It All, and Today
Is the Day: SOMA Live, 8 p.m.,
5305 Metro Street, Bay Park. 239SOMA.

p.m., 143 South Cedros Avenue,
Solana Beach. 481-8140.

MONDAY
Bryan Ferry and Combustible
Edison: Copley Symphony Hall, 8
p.m., 750 D Street, downtown. 6994205
Everything But the Girl: Coach
House San Juan Capistrano, 8 p.m.,
33157 Camino Capistrano. 220TIXS.

No Doubt and Buck-O-Nine:
Casbah, 8:30 p.m., 2501 Kettner
Boulevard. 232-4355.
John Tesh: Coach House San Juan
Capistrano, 8 p.m., 33157 Camino
Capistrano. 220-TIXS

SUNDAY
Luscious Jackson and Ben
Harper: Casbah, 9 p.m., 2501
Kettner Boulevard. 232-4355.
The Subdudes and the Blonde
Bruce Band: Belly Up Tavern, 8

TUESDAY
Mother Hips, Superunloader, and
Satchel: Casbah, 9 p.m., 2501
Kettner Boulevard. 232-4355.
Jeffrey Gaines and Paula Cole:
Belly Up Tavern, 8 p.m., 143 South
Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 4818140

TIXS.
Earth, Wind, and Fire: San
Diego Civic Theatre, 7:30 p.m.,
202 C Street, downtown. 220TIXS.
Live Wire Benefit Part I featur
ing the Rugburns, fluf, Inch,
aMiniature, Deadbolt, and
C.I.A.: Casbah, 9 p.m., 2501
Kettner Boulevard. 232-4355.
John Wesley Harding and Rob
Wasserman: Belly Up Tavern,
8:30 p.m., 143 South Cedros
Avenue, Solana Beach. 481-8140.
APPLY FOR THE

VISTA
AND BECOME AN

WEDNESDAY
Phish: Spreckels Theatre, 8 p.m.,
121 Broadway, downtown. 220-

r

EDITOR

Advent Mass & Blessing
of the Christmas Tree

^

Sunday, December 4
7:00 p.m.
UC Forum AB

Advent Reconciliation Service
Tuesday, December 6
7:00 p.m.
Founders Chapel
s
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